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Thursday, November 6,1986

Bowling Green, Ohio

Waite claims
press reports
pose life threat

Little wonder
Tenyear-old Jassin Holiday of Pemberville works out with the rest of the members of the American Karate System club in the Epple
KK
gymnasium.
'

LONDON (AP) - Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite said yesterday that British press speculation he was acting on behalf of
governments in his mission to free hostages in Lebanon had made
his Middle East contacts nervous and could cost his life.
"There are certain speculative comments now moving around
that perhaps Mr. Waite is used by or closely associated with
governments," Waite. in a rare burst of anger, told reporters at
London's Heathrow Airport.
"Give me a break. It is your fellow journalist I am working for,"
he said, referring to Associated Press reporter Terry Anderson, one
of six Americans still missing in Lebanon.
Waite spoke after returning from West Germany where American
David Jacobsen, released by his Lebanese captors Sunday, was
reunited with his family. Doctors at the U.S. Air Force base in
Wiesbaden said the 55-year-old Jacobsen had "no major problems"
due to his 17 months in captivity, but they advised routine follow-up
tests.
While in West Germany, Waite told reporters he needs more time
to work for the release of the remaining hostages but vowed, "I'm
going to see this through."
HE SAID he was "cautiously optimistic" that two of the missing
Americans, Anderson and educator Thomas Sutherland, will be
released soon.
In London, however, Waite said the speculation prompted by
Jacobsen's release had made his contacts nervous and it might be
"quite some time" before he could pursue his efforts to win the
release of Anderson and Sutherland. He said he did not know when
he would return to the Middle East.
"All I can say to those people who write such speculative
comments is realize that that sort of comment will cost me my life,"
Waite said.
At a news conference at the U.S. Air Force base in Wiesbaden,
West Germany, Waite specifically denied reports that he was being
used by the United States to divert attention from real negotiations.
"I HAVE my own contacts. I am independent of any government,"
he said.

Democrats
regain
power
in
Senate
President's agenda remains unchanged'
Profs say Reagan faces compromises

WASHINGTON (AP) - Democrats rejoiced yesterday in midterm elections that restored them to
power in the Senate and padded their majority in
the House. President Reagan offered cooperation
with the 100th Congress and said "our agenda
remains unchanged" in his final two years in the
White House.

1

Democratic National Chairman Paul Kirk declared the results provided a "tremendous psychological lift" for a party twice victimized by
Reagan's presidential landslides.
"We can say it all in four words. The Democrats
are back," Kirk said. "It was a dynamic victory,
one that shifts the momentum in our direction as
we prepare for the next national election."
"We expanded our base in the South and the
West, which was necessary following the 1984
election," he said.
Democrats will hold a comfortable 55-45 majority in the new Senate, reversing the GOP edge of
53-47 in the old 99th Congress and giving them the
control they lost in I960.
Democrats also won at least 258 House seats to
173 for the Republicans, for an increase of at least
five. That was far fewer than historical standards
would dictate, a result that heartened Republicans.
FOUR HOUSE races were still too close to call
long after the last ballots were cast
Republicans heralded their impressive gains in
governor's races. They captured 11 seats currently held by Democrats, including Texas, Florida and Alabama for the first time since
Reconstruction, and now control 24 of 50 governorships.
"I think what we did in the South and across the

Sun Belt is indicative that we're still in pret
ty good shape" as the two parties look toward
1988, said GOP Chairman Frank Fahrenkopf.
Reagan said the results prove the "political
spectrum continues to move our way," and sought
to disabuse Democrats of any ideas that he would
serve out his term quietly as a lame duck.
"You can take it from me. Washington ain't
seen nothing yet," he said in a variation of his
refrain from the 1984 re-election campaign.
Reagan traveled over 25,000 miles in a bid to
retain the Republican majority in the Senate, and
he conceded, '"This is not the outcome we sought."
But, he added in a White House speech to his staff,
"Our agenda remains unchanged, and we look
forwardto its attainment."
MOST OF the attention was focused on the
Senate races, where GOP Leader Bob Dole of
Kansas said, "We took a bath."
Republican leaders blamed their loss on negative advertising, a low voter turnout and defeats
in extremely close races that GOP candidates had
won six years ago. Final results showed that seven
first-term Republican senators fell on Tuesday,
most of them narrowly elected in 1980 on the
strength of Reagan's coattails.
Democratic Leader Robert Byrd of West Virginia said, "We look forward to cooperating with
the president." But he also made it clear Democrats intend to pursue their own legislative
agenda, and said he means to enact farm and
trade measures even if the president resists.
"I would hope that the president would read the
message that was sent by the American people,"
Byrd said. "And that message is: Look, your
economic policies have not worked in so many
instances.

by Melissa McGUlivray
staff reporter

Because Democrats now hold
the majority in the House and
Senate, President Reagan will
have to compromise with people
who do not share his opinions,
two University political science
professors said after Tuesday's
elections.
"I think it will be somewhat
more difficult for Reagan to get
things through," Joseph
Krauter, associate professor of
political science, said. "They'll
offer him more opposition and
he'll get more static."
Krauter, a registered Republican, said he believes Reagan's
next two years will be tougher.
But he said he believes the Democratic control will not affect
issues like defense spending.
"Democrats as well as Republicans are responsible for defending the United States," he
said. Therefore, the amount of
defense spending will not
change, he said.
But Reagan's goals on the
Strategic Defense Initiative will
suffer, Krauter said.
"Since (funding for) SDI is
over and above normal defense
spending, Reagan might get

"I think it will be somewhat more difficult for
Reagan to get things through. They'll offer him
more opposition and he'll get more static."
- Joseph Krauter, associate professor of
political science
"A minority is making decisomewhat damaged on that by
sions for the majority," he said.
the Democrats,"he said.
"When
people are given rights,
But for the most part, Krauter
believes the changes in the Rea- they should use them. If they
gan administration will be cos- don't use them, there is a danger
that they may lose them."
metic, rather that radical.
Dennis Anderson, an assistant
KRAUTER SAID he was disappointed with the mudslinging professor in political science
who specializes in voting, said
in this year's election.
"There were more negativ he also believes that low voter
isms from candidates in this turnout is a problem, but he does
campaign than in times past," not blame it on the public.
"IF VOTERS are going to
he said, adding that the slams
from candidates are because of take the time and effort to vote,
laziness. The candidates are un- you have to give them a reason
able to come up with their own to vote," Anderson, a registered
ideas, so they focus on the neg- Democrat, said. "I'm not inative aspects of the other candi- clined to be judgmental about
voters, considering the characdates.
Krauter also expressed his ter of choices they are presented
disappointment in low voter with."
Therefore, he said he believes
turnout, including college camthe blame should be placed on
puses.
"Voter apathy is a serious the system rather than the indieroblem in the United States," viduals.
College students do not vote as
e said. Only about 38 percent of
the registered voters in the na- much as older people, because
they
do not believe the issues
tion turned out to vote Tuesday,
O See Senate, page 3.
he said.

Thief gives police Few students vote in election
run for the money
by Jarad O. Wadlcy
copy editor

A purse snatcher at Lane's
E Store, 1058 N. Main St., led
Bowling Green and Perrysburg
Township police on a chase into
Toledo Tuesday afternoon.
City police said an unidentified Luckey woman was walking
into Lane's at 5:20 p.m. when a
man grabbed her purse from
her. The thief was described as a
tall, slender black man, wearing
dark trousers, a knit cap and a
dirty beige jacket.
The man fled in a blue and tan
Buick. A witness told police he
saw a second black man at the
wheel.
Perrysburg Township police
reported 20 minutes later that
they were chasing a blue and tan
Buick on Interstate 75 near Buck
Road. By the time Bowling
Green police arrived at the
scene, the car had been driven
off the road following a collision
with a Perrysburg Township
police cruiser.
The occupants, who Perrysburg Township police said were
three black males, had fled on

foot. The victim, who went to the
scene with Bowling Green police, identified a purse found in
the Buick as hers.
The Buick was identified as
one reported stolen from the
parking lot of Franklin Park
Mall, Toledo, sometime after
12:07 p.m. Tuesday. Another
car. which Toledo police identified as also being stolen, was
found near where the Buick had
been parked when it was taken.

Students not registered to
vote and their lack of candidate and issue awareness
contributed to the low voter
turnout yesterday, USG pres-

ident Kelly McCoy said.
Even though candidates actively solicited student support, McCoy said the low
turnout comes back to student apathy. She said students don't realize that their
vote makes a difference.

Doris Hale, clerk at the
Wood County Board of Elections, said the unofficial count
of University students voting
at the Northeast Commons
was 211. She added that 31,833
people voted in Wood County.
McCoy said low turnout

Power out in city
City police said that a scattered power failures affected an
area between Bowline Green
Road East and South Main
Street, beginning at about 8:40
p.m. yesterday. Power was restored by 9:46 p.m., a police
dispatcher said.
University police said that
there were no reports of power
being out on campus. The cause
for the power failures was not
known last night.

BG News/Alex Horv.Ih
Tuesday's elections at the Northeast Common! experienced a very low student turnout.

isn't a problem faced only at
the University. She said there
has been a consistent nationwide trend of students not
voting.
She said studies show that
many people between the
ages of 18-25 don't vote.
Therefore, when students
voice their concerns on the
state, national and federal
level, she said so often it is
hard to hold the officials' attention because students
don't vote.
"Twenty years ago people
were dying to vote. Today, it
is taken for granted," she
added.
ALTHOUGH USG doesn't
support any specific party,
they can continue emphasizing the need to vote by encouraging students and
bringing candidates to meetings, but the final decision to
vote is theirs, McCoy said.
She said she doesn't understand why students don't vote
when issues such as education affect them.
D See Voters, page 4.

Editorial
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Banning the mud bomb
Call it clean living. Or campaigning. Or whatever.
In the gubernatorial campaign that concluded
Tuesday, James Rhodes screamed "corruption!"
at his opponent, incumbent Richard Celeste, and
sneered that Celeste was a homosexual sympathizer. Celeste won, handily.
Ben Rose told voters that his opponent, incumbent state auditor Thomas Ferguson, turned a blind
eye toward the "questionable practices" of fellow
Democrats, and extorted campaign contributions
from his employees. Ferguson won.
Thomas Kindness attacked incumbent John
Glenn's unpaid presidential campaign loans from
1984, and tried other tactics to paint the former
Mercury astronaut as a liberal big spender. But
when the smoke cleared Tuesday night, Glenn was
still state senator.
State Democrats credit their landslide in Tuesday's polls to "the power of positive campaigning,"
according to a story in Wednesday's (Toledo)
Blade.
Well, maybe.
But the Great Campaign Mud Toss of 1986 was
not unilateral. Glenn, for example, attacked Kindness for his support of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit bill. The race for the state
representative's seat in Toledo was won by a
candidate who called her victory "proof that
money can't buy votes." And figurative mud slung
at the statue of James Rhodes on the Statehouse
lawn in Columbus was a prominent feature of early
Democratic campaign commercials.
But even though the Democrats' assertion has
holes in it, most of the mud was fired from the
Republican trenches. And frankly, the mud toss
had gone from entertaining to hilarious to mildly
amusing, finishing up somewhere in the region of
boring and irritating.
It's refreshing to think that voters simply decided
that they were tired of potential leaders behaving
like grade-schoolers, and went to the polls Tuesday
and said so.

Demonstrations all show
by Mary Menuez
Someone threw up on the steps
this weekend - right on the landing between the second and third
floor. It was about three in the
morning when I saw it and I
must have been right behind
whoever did it because ... well
just because.
Now personally, when I see
someone else's vomit, especially
if it still has steam rising off of
it, it makes me feel a bit like
retching myself. I guess my
neighbor's gag reflexes were
working too, because that's all
we talked about in Prout. Everytime I would stop to chat with
someone they would say the
same thing.
"Did you see that filth on the
steps?"
l,
Yes I did."
"Can you believe it? What
kind of degenerate would toss
their lunch in a public place and
Ct leave it there? People
like
t just make me sick.'1

This letter is addressed to
students who are bored with
their educations, who feel
: cheated, hungry, lost, curious,
adventurous, or just in an academic rut. If you fall into that
group, read on.
"Once a mind has been
stretched by new ideas, it never
goes back to its original dimensions." Einstein? Freud? Langer? No, those are the words of
Abigail VanBuren, and they are
important because they remind
us that there's not enough mindstretching going on at this University (or most others, for that
matter.)
If significant numbers of our
students do indeed watch more
TV than they study and if so
many are bored by their general
education classes (as Badia and
Carnegie tell us), something's
got to be done, and quickly.
Well, at the risk of sounding
like I'm huckstering, I want to
advertise a wonderful course
and, at the same time, to complain that students don't know a
good course, one which offers
some real mind-stretching,
when they see it. Those who
know me or have been following
'■ The BG News the last few weeks
> realize I'm talking about "Great
! Ideas," Arts and Sciences 200.
The problem is that only 28 of
; you folks who call for relevant,
I contemporary courses and ac; live, hands-on learning, signed
up for "Great Ideas" next semester, and at that rate, we'll
lose most of the planned sections
for spring, not to mention the
bleak prospects for 1987-88.
This semester, as far as I can

tell, most of the 142 students in
the seven pilot (a fancy word for
experimental) sections have
shown considerable enthusiasm
for the course: they seem to find
it to be intellectually "revolutionary" in many of the ways
we've intended it to be. Where
else does one fifteen week leap
into ideas treat the nature and
validity of the Scriptures, the
battles over Feminism, the Tyranny of the Majority against the
rights of minority groups, and
the methods and abuses of science and reason?
Give your minds a stretch. Go
taste some ideas. "Great Ideas"
offers Humanities or Social Science credit in most colleges. It's
listed in the course guide as Arts
and Sciences 200.
Thomas Klein
Professor of English,
Coordinator,
Great Ideas program

Attack unwarranted
When in the course of human
events it becomes necessary to
defend the basic rights of even
the smallest minority, we 10
representatives of the Bowling
Green State University class of
1990, feel it is time to refute the
false accusations made about us
by a person with barely 30 credit
hours more than we.
The basic question we raise is
where did you get the 'guinea
pigs" that you based your accusations upon? We would just like
to point out the fact that none of
the freshmen we know have run
out of coupon books.
Another question that was
raised after reading your well-
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After about a half an hour, we
all pretended that a bomb hit us,
and we lay down on the sidewalk. This was the die-in part.

So all that laying around was
for nothing. No one was informed or enlightened. President Reagan didn't change any
Eolicies and those bombs just
ept on churning out.
I think we did hurt business
for Dorsey Drugs, though. Who
wants to step over a bunch of
prostrate college students just to
pick up a birthday card? Especially if you have a skirt on. I
stongly suspect that our "DieIn" was a big factor in the
Dorsey Drug- shut-down and the
subsequent appearance of a sign
reading "Soon to be ... Steve's
Ice Cream." And I'm not proud
of it.

I guess you can't really knock
the people who demonstrate.
They are obviously frustrated
with such putrid issues as apartheid, rape and nuclear armament. But if we have enough
time on our hands to fester and
worry about these problems,
then surely we could come up
with a more effective strategy
than demonstration. After all,
it's the 80s and we're after results, not personal expression.
You realize of course that this
is where my column wimps out.
I have no universal scheme to
stamp out injustice. I am only
suggesting that there is a better
solution than demonstrations,
and we would do well to look for
it
It was a cleaning lady who
finally took care of the mess on
Monday morning. And you
know, she didn't fry to shout it
off the steps, she used a scrub
brush.
Menuez, a sophomore special
education major from Millersburg, is a columnist for The
News.

As I was lying in bed last
night, I started to think that
people who complain about
vomit on the steps are a lot like
student protesters. They talk a
lot, but they never really get
down to work and solve the
problem.
Let's stop here for a second
and clarify my position. When I
say protesters Ira talking about
those demonstrations that in-

written article was do all freshmen have a choice in where they
live? At the beginning of the
year, there were freshmen living in hotels. Do you really think
they chose to live there? Nowhere do we recall seeing the
Falcon Plaza or the Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn on our room
request forms.
We are also extremely offended by your attack on our
attire. The fact that we have
been repeatedly mistaken for
upperclassmen leads us to believe that we do look like we're
in college. Should it be held
against us that we can still afford the current trends instead
of being forced to wear last
year's fashions?
The fact that we are lucky
enough to live with many sophomores shows us that you are not
a characteristic example of that
class. However, there are probably many freshman who don't
have the advantage of living
with sophomores and as a result
of your column they have left
with a negative view of the sophomore class.
In closing, we would like to
say that we expect more compassion and understanding from
a special education major. We
would assume that someone in
your field would recognize that
classes are made up of individuals with diverse personalities,
rather than a mass of clones
with a standard I.Q. and attitude.
Andrea Stanford
Emily AtweU
241 McDonald East
(and 8 otter signatures)

Respond

THE BG NEWS

I have good reason behind my
distaste, as I participated last
spring in what was officially
called a Die-In. This political
revolution took place on the corner of Wooster and Main. It
consisted of 15 students who
milled around holding signs that
said things like "No Nukes." We
were a very original bunch.

We were supposed to lie down in
the street, Nit I guess no one
wanted to cause a scene.
The sad thing here, besides
the fact that I was mortally and
eternally embarrassed, is that
no one stopped to ask me what I
was doing. One Volkswagen
Beetle did beep, but I can't say
with certainty that it beeped at
us.

And so it went all weekend.
Everyone complained and
groaned about the eyesore, but
no one, including myself, even
considered cleaning it up. It
stayed there until Monday
morning.

Letters
Expand your mind

volve only marching, sitting,
chanting and holding signs. I am
not including the peace rally or
the anti-apartheid demonstrations held on campus a few
weeks ago. These gatherings
were valid because they included speakers and thus served
to inform the public.
I place these far above the
meaningless demonstrations for
demonstrations' sake that seem
to be left over from when my
oldest sister attended Bowling
Green.

The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
a miiTiiTmm of 200-300 words in
length and should be signed.
Address or OCMB number, and
telephone number, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferrea University students writing columns must provide class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
zMWertHall

0NC6 UPON ATM MK WAS A WINS SUPPU■fJRtW.TM
R08<r UPS ANP SNOW WHITE SKIN WHO SHACKCP UP

WITH SEVEN/MipeeTS,,,,

Pondering mediocrity
by Scott Munn
'Great Ideas' is a good idea; I took the class
for two short weeks at semester's birth but
Q^opped it due to the fact that my 10:30 section
conflicted with a need to sleep until noon on
most days. The class looks as if it's as challenging as the students wish it to be.
My brief stay convinced me, however, that a
similar course should be added to the cirriculum to even things out. e.g. 'Mediocre Ideas'.
In such a class five basic areas of study will
be - uh, studied - in much the same manner as
the present offering. Proposed diciplines are as
follows:
literature and Art
Idle speculation concerning the true
authorship of Shakespeare's plays (Bacon?
Marlowe? Disney?) has prompted scholars to
consider the possibility that other writings may
have been ghost-written as well.
There have been rumors that the body of
Hunter S. Thompson's work has actually been
composed by George F. Will. The likely repurcussions of this shall be examined in depth.
Much attention will be given to the paintings
and drawings of Picasso. The recently advanced theory that the artist ingested large
?iuantities of D&C blue No. 6 as a catalyst to his
amous blue period will be a topic of discussion.
Commercials and other forms of expression
In this section the student will be given free
reign to free-associate on a number of key
phrases, including but not limited to:
"Ladies, please don't squeeze the Charmin.
Take a hike."
Triple insuUUon/Thermalguard of Ohio.
"Bob, you've been tense lately. Try some of
this, it's Columbian."
"Here's to good times, tonight is kind of
special, so let's get drunk."
Class reactions will be observed when the
professor attempts to dispell the cherished
notion that television programs are actually the
main reason television was invented.
Ronald Reagan's present and past film career
will be critiqued, as well as the possibility that
his leadership qualities have been fabricated
much as a Mars landing was faked in the movie
"Capricorn One."

Geography and You
It is felt that the college student must be wellfounded in his relationship to his country and his
world. Discussion periods will center around the
dawning realization that the United States is
actually an island off of Manhattan.
Bowling Green State University
Interrelated with Geography and You. Three
weeks will be devoted to matters closer to
home. It is hoped that students develop the
responsibility to examine our close-knit community in a search for the answers to pressing
questions.
• Is the University actually funded by Jerome
Library fines, our tuition a mere slush fund for
MBA candidates and free-spending alumni?
• Is Paul Olscamp the pseudonym for three
fourth graders presently enrolled in Ridge
Elementary School, his executive decisions the
collaboration of their deliberations?
• Is it true that future generations will not
only be required to pass exit exams before
graduating, but take blood alcohol tests to
determine if they were ever ready to be a part of
the University environment in the first place?
Miscellaneous Religions
The Swansonists are a cult stationed in
Streetsboro, Ohio, who are awaiting the descension of their one true savior - Hungry Man from the clouds. Various sects are known to
perform sacred rituals revolving around frozen
carrots, as well.
These people's way of life will be compared to
that of the Darwinites, whose beliefs stem
from a supposed fore-knowledge that the longdead naturalist will one day reappear as an ape
and show us the advantages of reverse-evolution.
That two such groups can coexist in the same
universe is a testament to human compromise.
The class will consider the ramifications if one
of the groups should actually be right.
It is hoped by certain unnamed faculty members that the above ideas will serve as but a
stepping stone to a higher plane of discussion. If
not, it is hoped that the class will be quietly
forgotten, and that lawsuits will not be considered.
Munn, a freshman undecided major from
Tiffin, is a columnist for The News

by Berke Breathed
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Here come Mom & Dad! Students support march
Football game,
concert highlight
bbig weekend

Campus groups to join peace demonstration

Parking space limited
by Beth Murphy
copy editor

by Trida Courtney
reporter
This weekend Is one of the
biggest weekends of the year.
Next to Homecoming, Parents' Weekend attracts the most
people and the most traffic to
Bowling Green.
Jeff Doerrer, senior radiotelevision-film major, whose
parents come up every year for
Parents' Weekend, said, "They
wouldn't come up all year if ft
wasn't for Parents' Weekend."
Doerrer said he and his parents usually go to the football
game and then go out to dinner.
"Mom gets into football.
That's why they come," he said.
' Jeff might want to remind his
mom that, because of television
coverage this year, the Bowling
Green vs. Ball State game wifl
start at 12:15 p.m. instead of
1:30 p.m.
For students who are interested in having their parents
meet their professors, each college will be having receptions
for the parents from 9 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. before the game on
Saturday.
TICKETS ARE still available
for the 5th Dimension concert at
Anderson Arena Saturday at 8
p.m. The Varsity Lettermen, a
group from the College of Musi-

Parking spaces will be in demand for Parents' Weekend, and
students are encouraged to park in their designated on-campus
lots.
"We're asking students to remain parked in assigned parking
areas," Jean Yarnell, manager of the parking and traffic
division, said. This would leave the faculty and staff and
metered parking lots available for parents to park dose to
residence units. Even students whose parents are not coming
are asked to cooperate, she said.
"I don't see a lot of other people coming onto the campus like
when we had Preview Day on the same weekend as Parents'
Weekend a couple years ago," Yarnell said.
Normal weekend parking regulations will be in effect, but she
is concerned with situations of unsafe parking. By leaving
vehicles in fire lanes, reserved spaces or on the grass, "you're
subjecting yourself to a ticket," Yarnell said.
In the last few years, the University's parking and traffic
division has experimented with different methods of controlling
traffic for the weekend. Signs that urged students to be thoughtful of the parents' situation, along with suggested parking areas
for parents were hung in residence halls. Also, students were
restricted from using faculty, staff and metered lots, but the
penalty system wasn't effective.
"We ve tried things before that didn't work," she said. "We're
mainly asking the students to be considerate. If people would
just be considerate of the parents, everything would go very
smoothly."
cal Arts, will open for the 5th
Dimension.
Although his parents won't be
able to attend the concert, Doerrer said they don't mind the
three-hour iaunt from Akron.
"They'd hitchhike if they had
to," he said.
For the parents of one University student, Parents' Weekend
will be particularly memorable.

That student will be the winner
of the Parent of the Year essay
contest.
The winning student will win
for his or her parents a weekend
in Bowling Green, including
game tickets, dinners and concert tickets. The winner's parents will stay at the University's
Guest House, which traditionally houses visiting VIPs.

changes in areas like defense
spending and the deficit.
"The Democrats who replaced Republicans will be more
skeptical about giving Reagan
everything he wants,' concerning defense spending, he said.
Anderson said the Democrats
will also realize that the deficit
cannot be reduced without raising
taxes.
T
'YOU CANT go on with Reagan's defense spending when
domestic programs have been

reduced already," he said.
Another significant change is
that Democrats will now head
major Senate and House committees, he said.
Anderson said he believes the
significant changes that will
take place between Congress
and the Reagan administration
will be beneficial to the country.
"That's the way the system's
made up - to create conflict - so
I think it will be a good change,"
he said.

Senate
D Continued from page 1.
affect them as much, tie said.
College students are institutionalized, with less access to information about the candidates, he
said, adding that the students
are frequently single, and are
unconcerned with issues like
public schools and local taxes.
Anderson said he believes that
the Democratic-controlled Senate and House will cause

by Nancy Erikson
staff reporter

expected to participate, she

Many people associate peace
marches and demonstrations
with the '60s and '70s. However,
two University groups will prove
this month that marching forpeace has not gone out of style.
The BG Peace Coalition will
be going down to Washington,
D.C., Nov. 14-16 to walk in the
last three and a half miles of the
Great Peace March for Global
Nuclear Disarmament, which
started early this year on the
west coast.
Members of the Peace Coalition and the Social Justice Committee will leave the University
Friday, Nov. 14 at 2 p.m. in three
rented vans and members' cars.
"No one really came up with
the idea to go. We all just Kind of
knew about it. Everyone knew
they were welcome to join the
(Peace) Marchers anytime,"
senior Sandy Neidert, Peace Coalition representative, said.
Coalition and SJC members
will stay at a community center
in Baltimore, she said. About 60
people from the University are

The University people will
meet the marchers at a park
outside the capital Nov. 15. and
march with them into the city.
REASONS FOR going on the
march are varied.
"I feel like I am making a
difference when I demonstrate
for something I believe in," Neidert said.

ledo in September, Bill Milligan,
SJC president, said.
Former SJC President Brian
Szittai has been with the marchers since June. He encouraged
Milligan and the other members
to iota the march whenever they
could. Milligan said.
"We got the idea from Brian
and then after marching in Toledo we wanted to go to Washington," he said. "We are going
to march with Brian but also
with all the people who have
dedicated their time to this project."

Each person marches for personal reasons but the purpose
Bill Thompson, campus minfor the demonstration is to protest nuclear weapons and get ister of United Christian
riple to realize that peace can Fellowship, is also participating
a possible alternative to solv- in the march.
ing world problems, she said.
'YROTESTING. AS far as
"I think there is hope each public demonstration, goes back
person can make a difference," into history as a very influential
way of social movement,"
she said.
Thompson said. "Students may
This will not be the first con- feel that they don't have a say.
tact with the marchers for the That's why they protest. HowSocial Justice Committee, mem- ever, publicly protesting can
bers of which joined the march also be a way of being heard for
during its passage through To- adults, too."

Crusade shares 'good stuff
by Jared O. Wadley
copy editor

Offering spiritual growth and leadership skills
through Bible studies and weekly meetings, as
well as providing an opportunity to meet new
people, is the motto of the Campus Crusade for
Christ International.
The organization is an interdenominational
Christian movement of students and area residents who have united to introduce the message of
Jesus Christ to others, according to Bill Mast, a
staff member for the group.
Mast said the group s purpose is to helpindividuals find a personal relationship with Christ, to
build them m their faith and send them to share
the same message with others.
Chris Heckaman, junior social studies education major, said the group is a great place to come
together as believers.
We share love with each other," he said. We

come here to drain the college pressures and
expectations, and get
filled with the good stuff."
The "good stuff rto which Heckaman refers are
singing Christian songs, sharing personal experiences and receiving God's Word through teachings presented by those who are on the Campus
Crusade staff.
Small group Bible studies are offered Tuesday
at prearranged times. The group decides on a
passage from the Bible and relates it to everyday
living, Heckaman said.
WADE VANTREASE, senior physical education major, said the Bible studies and weekly
meetings with Campus Crusade helped him grow
spiritually because he didn't have to conform to
what other people thought he should do.
"Campus Crusade is a great place for fellowship
and a great environment to learn about Christ
without being pressured," Vantrease said.

Seniors?
Which group are you in?

Those pictured in the 1987 KEY.

Those not pictured.

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates'

■■

Be immortalized by a senior portrait in the 1987 KEY
Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality
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EXPO '86 to offer
career information

I

by Debbie Rogers
reporter

What specific courses orprerequisites are needed for my career?]
How fast can I move up ? What kind of college and work experience
can help me with my future Job?
These are some of the questions that students will have the!
opportunity to ask today at Exploring Placement Opportunities '86,
a career information fair.

Photo/Brad Phalin

New home for typewriters

The new typing room In Jerome Library opened Oct. 28. It is twice as large as the old room and Is sound proof with 26 individual booths.

'Margins' offers creative writing
by Judy Immel
reporter

If you are interested in reading about "Why People Think He
Hates His Mother (He Doesn't)"
or the "Cairo Hotel," look in the
margins.
These titles show the variety
of writing offered in Prairie
Margins, the University undergraduate literary magaziir.
The magazine serves as a
sounding board for poets and
fiction writers on campus,
according to senior creative

/

I
I
I
I
I
I

writing major Bill Fisher, editor
of Prarie Margins.
"Prairie Margins showcases
students who are thinking and
writing about life, the events of
the world and their place in it,"
Fisher said.
The magazine's history dates
back to post-World War II days,
when it was intermittently published. It became an annual publication named Inkstone in 1960
by the efforts of Martha Eckman, a member of the English
faculty.
The name of the magazine

MARK'S
Large Deluxe Pizza

Only$7.95
Delivered or In-House
Call 352-3SS1 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza
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was changed to Prairie Margins
in the mid-1970s. The name reflects the location of Ohio on the
edge, or margin, of the prairielands, according to Robert
Early, associate professor of
English and adviser of the magazine since the early 1970s.
"PRAIRIE MARGINS is basically a type of euphemism for
the Midwest," he said.
ANY UNDERGRADUATE
student at the University can
submit his or her work to Prairie
Margins. The magazine accepts
Announcing
Low Cost
Diagnosis/Treatment
STD
Sexually Transmuted
Diseases
Men and Women

black and white artwork and
photos, as well as poetry and
fiction. This semester, the best
works in several of the categories will receive cash prizes.
Last year, the magazine received about 125 works from 5060 people and published 17 students in one of the two silver
anniversary issues which are
now on safe in the English department office.
"We try to choose pieces that
say something about the human
condition in a new, fresh way,"
Fisher said. "Any subject from
insects to cowboys is fair game
as long as it has an interesting
viewpoint."
The magazine has been sponsored by the English department, but run by the creative
writing program since the program was begun.

Students will be able to meet representatives of 73 companies,
ranging from health, education and government employment, in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom from 3:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. today.
"They're there to talk to students from freshmen to graduate
students about internships, jobs and co-ops," Sandi George, assistant placement director, said.
George said that students are free to come and go but should dress
well, "we encourage juniors and seniors to get their suits out and
resumes to approach the employer with," she said.
Freshmen and sophomores are equally encouraged to stop by
EXPO '86, she said.
"It's even better for freshmen and sophomores to find out what
they want to do," she said. "We don't want freshmen and sophomores to feel intimidated."
GEORGE SAID that she recommends that students should talk to
companies that meet their needs but not to neglect other employers.
"For example," she said, "JCPenney doesn't just want fashion
merchandising majors, they also want computer science majors."
George said that the job fair is a fast-paced environment and;
students should prepare in advance questions they want to ask!
prospective employers.
"It's a lot less stressful compared to an interview," she said, "It's!
a great way to break into the world of interviewing."
Students have the opportunity to talk with Bowling Green graduates, managers and vice presidents of recruiting from various;
companies. 'It's really a variety, ranging from someone who's been;
at a company two months or 20 years," said George.
She said that employers expect a great deal from University
students.
"Bowling Green students come off as very polished," she said,
"For these reasons, employers choose to recruit at Bowling Green.'1
George said that 500 companies were contacted for EXPO '86 after
the placement office talked to University faculty.
Likewise. George urged students to fill out an evaluation sheet
after they leave the job fair. George encouraged students to write
down the names of employers they would like to see at the fair.
Last year there were 70 companies and over 1,000 students who
attended the job fair.
"We expect a bigger turnout this year," said George, "People are
more interested in making their mark on the job world."
Participating organizations in EXPO '86 include International
Business Machines, Toledo Public Schools, Social Security Administration and The May Co. department stores.

Voters

o q

V

OHIO

Planned Parenthood
of N.W. Ohio

"If students could realize the
impact their vote has on legislative officials when they make,
decisions on education, voter;
turnout would increase," she
said.
Harold Hibbeln. associate professor of political science, said
students don't perceive that they
have a stake in the elections. He
said many students don't live in
Bowling Green, so they aren't
aware of the local issues.
"Elections in the off years
(when there is no presidential
election) don't attract partici-l
Ktion. There won't be a his'
-nout unless there is a specu
issue like raising the dr '
age to 21," Hibbeln said.

LAW/ CARAVAN
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Law. The Ohio State Jnlverslty College of Law.
and the University c f Ibledo College of Law.
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SPEAKING AT BGSU
NOVEMBER 6 & 7
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WORTH

GOLD
*»jr

Thursday Nov.6 8PM in 121 West Hall
Public Lecture

Friday Nov.7

9-11AM in Assembly Room,
McFall

*Sfl)flR$Wi

MXTRE

"Observations on Today's Political Climate with
Suggestions for the Future"

$35 OFF OR
A FREE $50 NECKLACE
WHEN YOU BUY 14K GOLD
Reward yourself with a 14K gold ArtCarved ring, and we'll lake $35 off
its price or give you a $50 necklace, free.
Our Representative is on campus with distinguished traditional
and contemporary styles— each backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty.

Seminar "Making One's Voice Heard In A Conservative
Era"

SPONSORS) BY THE GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE, CsJb^.Grod. College, Campus Democrats,
Peace Coalition. College of Arts & Sciences, Women tor Women. Social Justice Committee. USG,
and Oept. of Sociology.

Nov. 5-7
6sn— :
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D Continued from page 1.
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University Bookstore, Student Services Building
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Mom & Dad to

hurchill

... grocery prices you can afford.

Parents' Weekend Specials
SUNSHINE

•i.ttuja COCA-COLA
M
El 8—V2 liter bottles

jf\ Krispy Crackers
1 lb. bOX yg^

$ 1 .88 + dep.

KEEBLER

RUFFLE'S ^§

Soft-Batch
Cookies

3

Potato Chips W ^]
15 oz. bag

O

<&$;.

$1.99

$1.49

Buffet Size

STOKELY

ti*g*\ FRESHLIKE

Canned
Vegetables
3/

Vegetables
2/

$1.00

m

Tomato Soup

Baked Beans
16 oz. jgs
5 lb.

Idaho Potatoes

10 oz. can

3/

$1.27

87*

ORE-IDA

pholo/Kathy Owens

Color guard salute

59*

BUSH

CAMPBELL'S

Tomato

YOPLAIT
Soft Frozen
Yogurt

Frozen
Tater Tots

Members of the Air force color guard lower a flag outside Hanna Hall yesterday as part of a retreat
ceremony. Kevin Wolfe, Tom Pullln, Terry Adams and Mark J. Vande Kerkhoff. sophomore Air
Force cadets, lowered the flag. This ritual goes on dally at military installations around the world. It is
done to mark the end of the day and also to pay homage to the American flag. Yesterday's retreat
Included more than 100 Air Force ROTC participants who marched from Memorial Hall to Hanna Hall.

2 lb. bag

$1.89

$1.39

Student Savings

SPECTACULAR

6ct. pkg.

Frozen

SWEET 'N' LOW

JENO'S

Yogurt

Pizza

2/

59<

lOoz.

November 6, 7 and 8
Watch for orange discount card on campus
With it you will receive $5.00 off
any one purchase of $20.00 or more.

18 oz. bag

6 oz. cups

GREAT START
Frozen Pancakes
99* pkg.

It's You...

It's Unique...

3jimmans

Downtown Bowling Green
Valid Nov.6, 7, & 8 only
Thun. S> Fri. 10:00-9:00 Small Appliances, Shoos, Cosmetics
Sat. 10:00-5:30
and Value Plus Merchandise Exlcudod

Cheerios

PRINCE

WELCH'S

Spaghetti

Squeeze
Grape Jelly

16 oz. box

PRE LAW SOCIETY
and

PHI ALPHA DELTA
present

2/

$1.00

22 oz.

$1.19

PREGO

Featuring:

$1.59 S

TONIGHT

•ALL WELCOME*

$1.99
Peck of
Apples

CORONET

Spaghetti Sauce Bath Tissue

7:00 p.m.
200 Moseley Hall

15 oz. box

Macintosh-Jonathon
Delicious

A SYMPOSIUM on DRUG TESTING
DR. STEVEN LUDD • Associate Professor Political Science
DR. RALPH BANGS - Assistant Professor Poltical Science
& Public Administration

CHEERIO'S

33 oz. jar

Q

4 roll pkg.

89'

$3.79

Churchill's

1141 S. MAIN

354-2526
open 6am-lam daily
prices effective through Sun., Nov. 9, 1986
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Honors Program
enhances learning
by Judl Kopp
reporter

Some students may believe
that joining the Honors Program
is something only a character
from the movie Revenge of the
Nerds would do.
Nothing could be further from
the truth. The program is for
any student looking to enhance
his or her learning experience.
The program is open to students who placed into or out of
English 112 in the admissions
placement test, had a
i school grade point average
of 3.5 or better, or were in the top
10 percent of their high school
graduating class.
Honors classes are offered in
general education subjects such
as history, English and the sciences.
"The classes are smaller than
regular classes. This allows
more interaction between students and teachers." said Paul
Haas, professor of economics
and director of the Honors Program. "(This) allows the student to become better prepared
for life in general."
Some honors classes, as well
as freshman pre-registration
and Honors Student Association
events, are held in the Honors
Center in the basement of
Kreischer Quadrangle. Darrow
Hall in Kreischer has a wing set
aside for honors students.
Haas and Susan Darrow, associate director of the program,
emphasize student involvement
as the key to the success of the
honors program.
"STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

is a critical part of the honors
This is the reason for
development of the Honors
Student Association," Haas
said.
HSA is the student organization that works directly with the
honors program. The association sponsors trips to the annual
Shakespeare Festival in Stratford, Ontario, and to Toledoarea attractions such as Portside and Tony Packo's Cafe,
along with monthly speakers
and discussion groups.
In addition, HSA and the Ethnic Studies Department are cosponsoring a seminar by Roots
author Alex Haley in late November.
HSA's primary source of
funds is its annual tuition raffle.
The raffle, in its fourth year,
awards one semester's in-state
tuition along with three $50 book
scholarships. Any registered
student can win.
Haas said that despite the
stereotype of honors students as
"nerds'' or "geeks," students
are proud to be involved in the
program.
"The students are not
ashamed of the program, but
are proud to be a member of this
organization," he said.
Bill Paxton, sophomore chemistry /pre-med major and member of both the honors program
and HSA, agrees.
"Not only
niv are the students
proud, butt the
t faculty and advisera (are) as well. I nave met a
lot of people through the program I would have never met by
myself," Paxton said.

Graduate helps VD victims
by Sharon Yodcr

reporter
With awareness and prevalence of venereal disease increasing, a career in venerealdisease intervention is a viable
possibility for University graduates.
"I never thought I'd be working at a VD clinic. I don't think
anybody does," said Rob Williams, a 1986 University graduate.
Williams is a state-employed
disease-intervention specialist.
He works in a clinic in Toledo
which deals with the treatment
of venereal diseases.
He found out about the job
while doing an informational
interview with Don Shull, of the
Northwest District State Lab in
Bowling Green, for a class assignment
last spring.
Y
'If I hadn't stumbled onto
that, I really don't think I would
have had any other opportunities," Williams said. T would
have been doing something by
now, but I don't think it would
have been in biology, because
with my degree in general biology, without any special training it's hard to get an entry level
position of any value, and that's
what I was looking for."
Training for disease intervention specialists was held at the
Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta in August 1986. Williams
started his job June 2,1986.
WILLIAMS GAINED a lot of
practical experience before he
went to the training program, he
said.
He read manuals, did filing
and paperwork, and gradually
learned how to do the formal
casework his job entails.
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Rob Williams
A great deal of time is spent
answering telephones in the
clinic, responding to people's
questions about sexually-transmitted diseases, Williams said.
He also spends a lot of time
talking to nurses, clinicians and
other health care professionals.
The most interesting aspect of
Williams' job is the field work,
he said.
People who come into the
clinic for testing and have positive results for a sexually-transmittable disease are asked
about their recent sexual contacts. The caseworkers then follow up on the names of these
contacts, attempting to locate
these people who have been exposed, and try to talk them into

going into the clinic for treatment.
"We have field days, which
really are field days. You don't
even have to show up at the
office at all," Williams said.
"You do anything you can to get
the people in for treatment."
ACCORDING TO Williams,
caseworkers are often given a
name, phone number, or address. Sometimes, however.
they don't have that much information. Once he found a person
based only on a house description.
People often don't believe they
have a venereal disease because
they don't have any symptoms,
Williams said.

It is often difficult to talk some
people into getting treatment,
according to Williams. They
have the right to refuse, am)
there is no way to make them gq
to the clinic for treatment.
He said that he never feels
intimidated, because if people
get angry they are never angry
at him. but at the situation in
general, and the person they go|
the disease from.
I requ
lar fee, but will treat a patient
even if they don't have the
money.
.Ttion
social

Help bring the world together.

Watch for
Upcoming trips:

Peace Corps
On-Campus Interviews
372-2343

November 14, 1986

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where its needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime:
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $4,200 comptetion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an
interview appointment today.

YOUTH EKHANG/

Doc.6Frankenrnuth,
Mich.
D6C.7Southwyck/Franklln?
Park Mails
Dec. 13FairtaneMall

Do Something Nice
for Mom & Dad

II

FALCONS
Fni.
vs.
BALL STATE^

PARENTS DAY 1986

n 12:15 Kickoff this Saturday

Peace Corps
Michigan and Ohio Area Office
477 Michigan Ave., Room M-74
Detroit, Michigan 48226
In Michigan call (313) 226-7928. Ohio residents call 1-800-521-8686.
0£T2

Support the seniors in their final home game!

Elsewhere
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Ohio may ban (ISPS investigates Toledo firm
window tints
COLUMBUS (AP)-Heavily tinted windows which
make it impossible to see
inside cars and trucks maybe
relegated to automotive history if a House-passed bill
survives in the Senate.
Members of the Senate
Highways and Transportation Committee open hearings on the measure today in
advance of a post-election
session of the General Assembly which begins next week.
Sponsored by Rep. C.J.
McLin, D-Dayton, the bill
would require the Ohio Department of Highway Safety
to adopt rules for the use of
tinted glass and other materials on vehicle windshields,
side windows and sidewings.
It would ban the use of
reflectorized materials on
any window, and would prohibit the operation of a motor
vehicle which does not conform to the rules, imposing a
fine of up to $100 for violators.
Highway Safety Director
William Deniban said the
agency supports the bill for
two safety-related reasons.
He said it would be to the
advantage of all drivers to be
able to see the drivers of
other cars at intersections.
Drivers often use head

movement or hand signals to
indicate their intention to
turn or give way to another
motorist, confirming what
turn signals may be indicating.
US*
SE OF the heavily tinted
glass also is seen as a potential safety hazard to law enforcement officers
approaching a vehicle they
have stopped.
"The law enforcement officer has to be somewhat anxious if he or she can't see into
the car they're approaching,"
Denihansaid.
The legislation would allow
the department to establish
rules determining the degree
of tinting permissible.
Exempted from the restrictions would be factory-installed tinting or glazing
materials that comply with
federal law.
Denihan said such restrictions should apply to all motorists, whether or not the
tinting already had been installed before the proposed
new law took effect.
"I would say ban it altogether. It may not be that
well received, (but) if we're
talking about a safety issue...
(it) should affect everybody," be said in an interview.
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Students Against Multiple Sclerosis

FIRED UP TO BUST MS
BE A PART OF SOME EXCITING
ROCK-N-ROLL FUND RAISERS
Find out how
rTHURSDAY NOVEMBER 6 at 9:00pm
In Room 114, Education Bldg.

irs,
One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low pike! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals and Hnted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.

■'

Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $|1988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You nust be compfetey satisfied or we will return your money.

i

^Burlington Optical

|955 S. Reynolds

* 382-2020

3153 W. Syh/anla
472-1113

Stadium Plaza

352-2533

TOLEDO (AP) - The VS. Postal Service
lost at least $100,000 in postage tram one
customer at a mail-sorting business that is
under investigation for tampering with postage meters, officials said yesterday.
Informants have told postal inspectors
that two mail-sorting businesses have been
tampering with postage meters for more
than a year to avoid paying postage fees,
court documents show.
"As far as the amounts of money that are
involved, we have no idea yet," postal
inspector Rod Damery said.
Graphics Mailing Corp. and Mail One Inc.

paid $49,767 in metered postage during the
first six months of the year, postal inspectors said.
According to affidavits filed in U.S. District Court, Buckeye Cablevision Inc. paid
$147,401 in postage to Graphics Mailing to
handle its monthly bills for the first seven
months of the year.The two companies sort
mail for more than 36 Toledo area businesses and organizations. Mail-sorting companies contract with businesses that do a
large amount of mailing, such as utility
companies, to pre-sort mail by zip code. The
U.S. postal service gives a discount on
postage for pre-sorted mail.

METERS ON the machines record the
amount of postage to be paid. The machines
are inspected every six months by postal
authorities.
When the businesses were searched last
week, investigators found a Swiss bank
statement and deposit slips for a Swiss bank
account.
According to an affidavit by Postal Inspector Charles Jeronis of Cleveland, an
informant told investigators the owner, Ken
March, and the owner of Mail One tampered
with postage meters. The men tampered the
meters for each other, the affidavit indicates.

Arms, rights discussed at conference
VIENNA, Austria (AP) - The
United States and the Soviet
Union traded charges of human
rights violations yesterday and
then held extended talks on how
to carry out their Iceland summit pledges for sharp reductions
in nuclear weapons.
Secretary of State George
Shultz, speaking at a 35-nation
conference aimed at improving

relations between East and
West, said "a tragic human
rights situation" existed in the
Soviet Union and among its
Eastern allies. He warned that
arms control would falter unless
the perceived abuses were corrected.
"Arms control cannot exist as
a process in isolation from other
sources of tension in East-West
relations," Shultz said in a stem

speech.
He addressed foreign ministers reviewing the 1975 Helsinki agreement's promise of a
freer exchange of people and
ideas across the East-West divide.
The United States, the Soviet
Union, Canada and all European
nations except Albania signed
the Helsinki accords.
"If arms control measures are

to make a meaningful contribution to stability," Shultz said,
"they can only reinforce efforts
to resolve fundamental sources
of suspicion and political confrontation."
SHULTZ CITED the confinement of Andrei Sakharov to the
closed city of Gorky, and the
imprisonment of members a Soviet activist group monitoring
the Helsinki accords.
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Iran seeks deal with U.S.
Tehran wants weapons, assets in return for hostages
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - Two Iranian officials said yesterday that Tehran is willing
to work for the release of American and
French hostages in Lebanon in return for
weapons unfreezing of Iranian assets in the
United States ana freedom for political
prisoners.
A third official, Prime Minister Hussein
Musavi. said in a report broadcast by Tehran radio that there was no possibility of
negotiating with the United States.
But although Musavi seemed to rule out
direct talks, his comments did not appear to
contradict declarations by the other Iranian
officials that a deal could be made. The
difference in emphasis was seen as part of a
Eowing internal struggle within the Iranian
idersnip.
Parliament speaker Hashemi Rafsanjani
ridiculed what he said was a mission to
Tehran by former National Security Adviser
Robert McFarlane and four other Americans to try to mend U.S.-Iranian relations.
U.S. officials have not confirmed the mission.

But Rafsaniani signaled that rejection of
the purported mission does not mean Iran
won t help.
"IF YOU want us to help you, provided
like others you do not interfere with our job,
we will help - if our friends in Lebanon
accept," he was quoted as saying by Iran's
official Islamic Republic News Agency,
monitored in Nicosia. Rafsaniani is one of
the most powerful figures in Iran's clergyled government.
"Of course, our friends in Lebanon are
free," he was quoted as saying, referring to
Islamic Jihad, the pro-Iranian group that
released American hostage David Jacobsen
on Sunday. It claims to hold two other
Americans and three Frenchmen.
Islamic Jihad has said it killed another
American and another French hostage, but
their bodies have not been found.
In London, Iranian charge d'affaires,
Seyed Jalal Sadatian, said no deals had been
struck with Washington. But, in an interview with The Associated Press, he said if
the United States ended its hostility toward
Iran and released Iranian assets, "out of

humanitarian grounds we are prepared to
do whatever assistance we are able to do."
In a BBC radio interview, he noted that
Iran had been dealing with American companies to buy arms despite the U.S. arms
embargo. Iran needs weapons and spare
i to continue its 6-year-old war against
USAVI SAID that because of American
"crimes against the Islamic revolution,"
there could be no talks with the United
States other than in the framework of
accords reached after Iran's 1979 revolution
to settle financial disputes.
Rafsanjani said McFarlane and his colleagues flew to Tehran aboard an aircraft
carrying military equipment Iran had
bought in Europe. He said the five men were
carrying Irish passports under cover of
being aircraft crew members.
According to Rafsanjani, McFarlane identified himself to immigration officials and
said he had a message from President
Reagan. The five were detained at a hotel
and expelled without meeting any officials,
Rafsanjani said.

Celeste sets goals; denies other ambitions
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov.
Richard Celeste outlined priorities for Ohio and denied yesterday that he has any current
national ambitions in the wake
of his landslide re-election over
former Gov. James Rhodes.
However, the 6-foot-4 Democrat left a crack in the door.
He and his new lieutenant
governor, Dayton Mayor Paul
Leonard, savored their victory
under the glare of television
lights where reporters from all
over the state peppered him
with questions for the better
part of an hour.
Most questions were directed
at Celeste, who said he will have
economic development and jobs,
followed closely by education at
all levels, as his highest priorities in the next four years.
In the development effort, he
said Leonard, 43, will act as "a
top-level ambassador" for the
administration while also becoming his chief liaison with
Ohio's local governments. Leon-

ard brings "front-line experience from City Hall in Dayton,"
Celeste said.
The 48-year-old Celeste survived on Tuesday as Republicans across the nation wrested
governors' offices in eight states
from fellow Democrats. The
governor did not respond conclusively to a question as to
whether his survival elevated
him into national prominence
for a future Democratic presidential ticket.
WHILE NOT ruling out a future national campaign, Celeste
said his work as governor is far
from finished. He said he and
other officials of both parties
have a responsibility to concentrate "on those things that are in
the best interest of Ohio." He
asserted that he intends to meet
that responsibility.
Celeste did say he believes
Ohio will be crucial in the nomination of his party's next presidential candidate because the
state has made progress in
areas of concern to other states,

including its economy. He anticipates, he said, "that the nation
will come to Ohio rather than
Ohio (being taken) to the nation."
Celeste opened the news conference with a statement in
which he expressed his hope for
"a speedy recovery and good
health" to Helen Rhodes, the
wife of his 77-year-old challenger. Mrs. Rhodes remained
hospitalized in Cleveland, where
she underwent vascular surgery
last Thursday. Rhodes apparently remained with her yesterday and had no public
appearances scheduled, aides in
Columbus said.
Celeste and Leonard, on their
joint campaign, said they believed Ohio voters responded to
their positive strategy and rejected attempts by Republicans
to focus on negatives. Celeste
said he won by more than 60
percent of the vote because of a
decision at the start to concentrate on Ohio's future and to stay
with that decision.

AS A result, the governor said,
"I have a mandate to focus on
the future."
On other subjects, Celeste indicated he regretted that Democrats lost control of the Ohio
Supreme Court to Republicans
and that Chief Justice Frank
Celebrezze was upset. He said
the voters' decision to oust Celebrezze "was not my choice,
but I respect that."
"You don't argue with voters," Celeste said.
Celeste reiterated that he has
no plan to call for an increase in
state taxes, as claimed by Rhodes during the last weeks of the
campaign. But he would not say
what would happen "if the bottom fell out of toe national economy."
He said the outlook for a tax
increase is "remote, very remote."
Celeste said he expects no
major changes in his cabinet
although some members have
indicated they may move on to
other career goals.

_ The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student

News Briefs
Clevelanders horde stock
CLEVELAND (AP)-Led
by a suburban violin maker,
Cleveland area residents
have come to own about IS
percent of the parent company of the Italian automaker
Maserati.
The local interest in De
Tomaso Industries stock is
due primarily to Felix Ponziani, a 61-year-old violin
maker who lives in the suburb
of Bedford and alone owns
50,000 shares.
Excluding the De Tomaso
family and top executives,
Ponziani is the largest single
stockholder outside the company. He began investing in
De Tomaso industries about

14 years ago on the advice of
an Italian friend he first met
in 1946 while studying music
at the University of Milan.
The friend told Ponziani
that Alejandro De Tomaso
was a brilliant businessman
and his company would go
places. That was enough for
Ponziani, who promptly
bought 10,000 shares at about
$3 a share.
He continued buying stock
in De Tomaso Industries as
the company grew, including
the purchase of Maserati in
1976. Ponziani's last stock
purchase was about five
years ago, at roughly $6 a
share.

Doctor writes on politics
CINCINNATI (AP)-Doctors should stop shunning political issues, especially those
involving health, because
they have a moral and medical responsibility to speak
out, says Dr. Otis Bowen, U.S.
Secretary of Health and Human Services.
Bowen, a two-time governor of Indiana and long-time
Indiana legislator, made the
remarks in an article for the
fall issue of "Cincinnati Medicine," a quarterly publication
of the 1,600-member Cincinnati Academy of Medicine.
While he generally agreed
with Bowen that doctors
should become more involved

in health and related political
issues, academy president
Dr. S. Marcus Wlgser said
yesterday that the best way to
become involved is through
formal groups like the Ohio
State Medical Association
and the academy.
"Most physicians think of
themselves as patient advocates and. when they feel that
way, it is easier to make
political requests," Wigser
said.
He added that while physicians admire their brothers,
like Bowen, who do become
involved, most simply do not
have the time because they
are busy with their patients.

Club leader faces trial
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP) - They were going to
make millions and become
the elite of the investment
world, all before age 25, fueled by the take-it-all philosophy of the young guru of their
yuppie commune.
But some of the inner circle
of the group that called itself
the Billionaire Boys Club reported to police that their
chief told them he and another member had slain a
Beverly Hills con man to
"achieve greatness" and obtain $1.5 million.
Club master Joe Hunt, 25,
free on $500,000 bond, faces
jury selection this week for

trial in the slaying of con man
Ron Levin, whose body has
never been found.
The trial of Hunt's alleged
accomplice in the Levin case,
club security chief James Pittman, ended with a jury deadlocked 10-2 for conviction. A
retrial is scheduled later this
month.
Both men are charged with
murder in the course of a
robbery and murder for financial gain in the Levin
case, special circumstances
that could bring the death
penalty if they are convicted.
AUTHORITIES ALSO have
charged Hunt in the 1964 kidnap-slaying of Hedayat Esla-
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Sports
Soccer
team
shutout
by Matt Wlnkdjohn
sports reporter

| .

It's over.
The question might be, Did
it ever really begin ?
Any dreams the Bowling
Green Soccer team had of
traveling to the NCAA tournament have gone down the
drain like the Titanic sank in
the Atlantic.
And nearly as quickly.
Eight days ago the soccer
team defeated Michigan
State for its sixth straight win
and a 1M-2 record. More
important was the fact BG
trailed third place Indiana in
the region's poll by only a few
Cts and the top three would
y go the national tournament.
BUT THAT was before the
Falcons lost 1-0 Sunday to
Marquette when a BG plaver
accidentally scored the Marquette goal in the second
overtime.
Yesterday was a quadruple
continuation of Sunday as the
Cleveland State Vikings
drowned BG in its own misery, 4-0 at Krenzler field in
Cleveland.
Over the last three games
the Falcons have played nothing like a team thai was on
the verge of going to the nationals
Sophomore back Brian
Cook said his team's effort
was a carryover.
"After Sunday. . . we
were real down. We couldn't
do anything."
BG had fallen to fifth in the
poll before yesterday's game.
The Falcons post-season
chances were slim and none
and 'Slim' was packing his
bags. Yesterday. Slim's lugje and the Falcons practifell into Lake Erie,
scored twice in the
first 15 minutes on goals by
Gareth Healy and Paul Clark.
BG was actually fortunate
to get by MSU last week.
Although they may be a better team on paper than thenlast three opponents, only one
BG win came out of the trio of
Sophomore forward Tom
Q See Soccer, page 10.
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Modest York set for milestone
Could win 300th game against Ohio State
by Matt Winkdjohn
sports reporter

The next one will be a big one.
And although modesty might
mask additional emotions,
Bowling Green hockey coach
Jerry York admits his imminent
300th career win as a Division I
coach will be a testament to his
durability.
"I think it says something
about longevity, that I've been
able to survive in a game where
there are not a lot ofsurvivors,"
York said. "Most of the guys I
started with 15 years ago have

BG News/Alex Horvath

Jerry York
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either grown tired of it or been
fired. I don't think so much
about the wins. I like to think of
the years. Anyone's going to get
a lot of wins if he's around that
long."
Only two active coaches have
more career wins at the Division
I level than York. Len Ceglarski,
the coach at York's alma mater,
Boston College, owns a career
record of 538-260-26 at BC and
Clarkson. Ron Mason, now at
Michigan State, has a lifetime
mark of 485-208-21 at MSU,
Bowling Green and Lake Superior State.

H

— 352-5475 — —I

Ceglarski is in his 29th season,
Mason his 22nd and York his
15th.
York may be used to following
Ceglarski and Mason. After seving as an assistant under John
"Snooks" Kelley at BC, York
assisted Ceglarski at Clarkson.
When Ceglarski took over at BC,
York moved into the top spot at
Clarkson.
AFTER SEVEN years at the
helm of the Potsdam, N.Y. prori be followed Mason as the
mentor. His BG record is
174-106-12 for a career record of
299-196-15.
Ceglarski said he had no second thoughts when he tabbed
York as an assistant.
"He's probably one of the nicest people in the world; he's a
very caring person," Ceglarski
said. "We Knew he had a good
hockey mind. I think he's proven
that with the job he's done. He
was a so-so player, a walk-on,
but he worked hard enough to be
an All-American by his senior
year. That tells you a lot about
the guy."
York's Falcons gave him wins
298 and 299 last week in Oxford,
Ohio. In all likelihood, he will
reach the 300 mark during this
weekend's series against the 1-7
Ohio State squad. Given the intensity of the OSU-BG series
over the years it seems almost
appropriate that York get a
chance to reach the plateau
against the Buckeyes.
"It (the rivalry) gets me to
think more about the opponent
than the milestone. The team
wants to play well to get our
eighth win of the year not the
300th of my career," York said.
"But in the future, I suppose it
would be nice to look back and
say, 'I got number 300 against
Ohio State.' But it's not automatic."
YORK'S COACHING ethic,
"play like a team, hustle, nothing fancy, constant pressure,
solid forecnecking and no prima
donnas" is no more important to
his success than his personality
and dispostion.
Dave Ellett, a defenseman on
BG 's 1983-84 NCAA
championship team and a current member of the NHL's Winnipeg Jets, said York is a
concerned egalitarian.
"He's always been very
straight forward with everyone,
there's no pulling punches. It's
always up front with Jerry,"
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EUett said. "He works as hard
for the players' academic performances as be does their ice
performances. While I was there
he was constantly monitoring
the players in the classroom. He
felt if you failed in class, it was
partly his fault."
As prevalent as the talk of
winning is around York, he said
there is much more to his job
than having his team outscore
the opposition.
"A large part of my job is
dealing with people. We're con

ward to greater successes, he
does look back occasionally on
fond memories.
"Being named captain my senior year was probably the highlight of my career. I felt way
better about that than I did
about being All-American,"
York said. "The coaches pick
that team and there might be
mistakes, but your teammates
pick the captain. Unquestionably, winning the nationals was
the highlight as a coach."
WHEN COMMENTING on his

"Hockey is just a small part
of life and I enjoy hockey as a
part of it. I feel good about
where I am."

.. . Jerry York
stantly trying to meet objectives, he said. "We almost
have a contract with the family
of the freshman where we say,
'we're gonna take care of your
son while you're not here'.
"With 27 players you're always going to have minor fires.
Kids with landlord problems or
school work or something. Originally, I wanted to be a high
school guidance counselor. I'm
in the profession I thought I'd be
in except from three to five. I'm
on the ice with the players.
YORK GRADUATED from
Boston College in 1967 with a
degree in business administration. He then tried out for the
1968 Olympic team with visions
of law school after the Grenoble
Games. After being released
from the team's 30-man roster
late in 1967, Kelley offered him a
graduate assistantship at BC
York began graduate school
the following summer and went
on to earn two advanced degrees
- an M.Ed and a C.A.E.S. in
counseling psychology.
The decision to attend graduate school and help Kelley as
an assistant coach was actually
when York first decided to get
into coaching.
Now that he has become a
coach, York takes delight in
being a good one. His has been a
career of many successes and it
will likely continue as such. And
although he always looks for

successes, York credits his experiences as an assistant coach
at Boston College and Clarkson.
"Those were very valuable
experiences, like on the job
training. I got to see how it all
works, he said. "You don't
have all the decisions a head
coach does, but you can listen
and learn."
York said he might have been
named head coach at Clarkson a
little early (age 25) and experienced "growing pains." His
greatest interests now revolve
around a different kind of growing pain.
''Hockey is just a small part of
life and I enjoy hockey as a part
of it. I feel good about where I
am," York said. "My family is
most important. Growing up is
difficult; we want to raise our
two children the best we can."
The warmth of York's modest
Bowling Green living room carries reminders of the man's life.
On one comer shelf rests the
puck from his 100th victory as
the BG coach with an engraved
Slatter commemorating his
00th win at Clarkson. Among
other momentos are plaques celebrating York's induction to the
Boston College Athletic Hall of
Fame and Bo's national title.
Pictures of York's children,
Laura and Brendan, rest on the
living room mantle with the
various hockey icons to tell
O See York, page 10.
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Ruggers end season victorious Football game
'A' and 'B' teams both post shutouts
on television
by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

The Bowling Green rugby club concluded its season this past
Saturday with the A-team destroying Cincinnati 52-0 and the B-team
shutting out Wright Patterson Air Force Base 25-0. Both games were
played at the base in Fairborn, Ohio.
The A-game saw Cincinnati finally get to play "with the big boys",
the real Falcon A's. Last week, the Bearcats played the Falcon B's
who had been moved up to the A-«ide while 10 of the BG regulars
were playing with the All-Ohio team in Louisville.
In that match against the B's, the Bearcats lost 4-0 in the rain.
What UC found out this week wasn't much better, as the regulars
scored right away.
"It was all over 30 seconds into the game when (Jeff) Weemhoff
scored," Falcon mentor Roger Mazzarella said. "That really broke
their backs because they started yelling at each other and saying
can't you tackle' and things like that."
Weemhoff. the nation's leading scorer with 20 tries, and Rob Clark
each scored three tries to pace the Falcons. Carl Vella, Mike
Sylvester and John Lonsert each scored a single try, while Tony
Konczak added another try and booted four conversions. Mark
Laimbeer kicked two conversions to round out the scoring.
THE GAME was another easy try' for the Falcon A side and
because of this Mazzarella is starting to speculate on bow good his
team really is.
"It was just another track meet," he said, " and that just makes
me wonder whether we are going to be able to find adequate

FOOTBALL: Saturday's
football game between Bowling Green and Ball State at
Doyt L. Perry Stadium will be
televised as part of the MidAmerican Conference's
Game of the Week package.
The game is the fifth of six
games in the package which
u syndicated by National
Sports Production. It will be
seen in more than 26 million
homes on cable and commercial stations throughout the
midwest, and nationally on
the Financial News Network

opposition without driving six hours to play."
"Today we just scored at will, around will and over will,"
Maiaarflla continued in a Joking manner.
Although the A's scored early in their game to put their opponents
in disarray, the B's had a slow start against Wright Pat, the two time
defending National Military Champion.
In the first half Mark Angle scored a try and Chris Round booted a
conversion for the only scores. However, the second half was
somewhat different as Chuck Gute, Round and Konczak, who was
playing B's because the Falcons showed up a man short, all scored
tries to up the score. Round added two conversions and a penalty
kick to close the scoring.
"We started out slow but once we opened up the outside, that
opened up the inside for Angle and Round (to cut back and) ...make
a couple nice long runs," said Mazzarella.
THE FALCONS closed the year at 35-3-1 and along the way built up
numerous statistical records for the season. The records included
most wins, 35, most shut outs, 23, most points scored, 787, and fewest
points allowed, 130.
"We've always been known as the big hit team," said Mazzarella.
"It's only the past few years that we've started to score. The shut
outs and points allowed are no surprise, but the points scored are."
In addition to the team records, many other Falcons received
individual recognition. Ten of the fifteen regulars made the All-Ohio
team and they are waiting to hear whether or not they made the AllMidwest team. One of the ten, captain Mark Laimbeer, has jumped
directly over the Midwest team and has been placed on the U.S.
National team. The U.S. team, nicknamed the Eagles, will tour New
Zealand next June 6-28.

(FNN).

The BG-BSU winner will
still have a shot at sharing the
MAC title going into the final
game of the season.
If Kent State beats Miami,
Saturday, the BG-BSU victor
will jump into a three-way tie
with the Flashes and
Redskins. If Miami wins, they
will go to the California Bowl
even if BG or BSU ties for the
lead.

"I've seen films of their last five games,
and I haven't seen anything but the type of
offense that is traditional to Miami/' said
Schottenheimer, whose Browns host the
Dolphins on Monday night. "The quarterback (Dan Marino) is something else. He
gets the ball out of his hands in a hurry."
Despite their 4-5 record, the Dolphins have
the top-rated passing offense in the league,
averaging 28s yards a game. That helps

York
D Continued from page 9.
much of the story of one man's well-rounded life.
So what remains for York?
"I would be interested to see where I am in five years. I have no
interest in coaching in the pro's. I've talked to different clubs, but I
don't see myself enjoying that," York said. "If I move, it would be in
college administration. I would like to be involved in athletics
somehow."
"I enjoy what I do and I think I do it well. My gut feeling is that my
coaching career will end in Bowling Green, but I don't know when/'
Plenty of people in Bowling Green should like that idea.

- 210 N. Main

Downtown' David Brown.
CSU outshot BG 16-8 on the
afternoon as Mickey Loescher
made five saves and Viking
goalie Blake New made three.
Now 12-5-2 on the year, the
Falcons finish their season at
Miami on Saturday. Kasten has
faith in the Falcon fortunes.
"We thought we were just as
good as them (Cleveland State
and Marquette). We just didn't
do anything," he said. "We'll be
alright against Miami."
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Sunday November 9
8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
November 6, 7, 8

1.Miami (7-2)
2.Ball State (6-3)
Bowling Green (4-1)
Kent (44)
5.Eastern Michigan (6-3)
6Central Michigan (4-4)
Toledo (5-4)
8.Western Michigan (1-8)
9.Ohio(0-9)

5-1
4-2
4-2
4-2
4-3
34
34
1-6
0-7

MISCELLANEOUS: Tomorrow's Falcon Gub Luncheon at BG Holiday Inn will
feature both football coach
Moe Ankney and hockey
coach Jerry York.
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RELATIONS:

BASKETBALL: Former
Falcon guard Brian Miller
was hired as an assistant
coach for Eastern Michigan's
men's basketball team.
Miller played for the Falcons from 198346.
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1.Michigan State (84)
84
2.Bowling Green (7-1)
5-1
3.niinois-Chicago (6-2)
44
Western Michigan (4-4) 4-4
5.Lake Superior (44-1) 3-2-1
6.Miami(34)
34
7.Michigan (24)
24
8.0hio State (14-1)
1-4-1
9.Ferris State (14)
1-7

VOLLEYBALL: BG
outside
hitter Jo Lynn Williamson

All Beethoven Program
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No Cover -

HOCKEY:Paul Ysebaert,
last week's Central Collegiate
Hockey Association Player of
the Week, is third in the
league with 21 points.
The junior has scored nine
goals and 12 assists in the
Falcons' eigth games.
Don Barber has moved up
to ninth after his six point
performance against Miami
last weekend. Barber has six
goals, 10 assists and 16 points.

Ball State will be without
their regular quarterback for
the rest of the season. QB
Wade Kosakowski suffered
ligament damage in his right
(throwing) thumb in last
week's loss to Eastern MichiCand will not play against
Falcons.
David Riley, a freshman,
will take the reigns for the
Cardinals.

Manfred Clynes, pianist

Howard's c H

l.West. Michigan (18-4) 124
2.Miami (194)
9-2
3.Central Michigan (114) 74
4.Bowling Green (19-7)
6-4
Eastern Michigan (15-7) 6-4
6.Ball State (13-111
54
7.Toledo (13-15)
24
8.Kent State (7-13)
2-10
9.0hio(5-18)
0-12

SJSU is M in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association,
one game ahead of last year's
champion Fresno State. San
Jose beat the Bulldogs 45-41
earlier in the season.

Soccer
D Continued from page 9.
Kasten said the Falcons woke up
on the wrong side of the bed
yesterday.
Or maybe they didn't wake up
at all.
"It was just like everyone was
asleep out there. Cleveland
State totally outplayed us," Kasten said. "There was no communication or anything; we got
killed."
The Vikings balanced their
scoring attack with goals in the
second half from Clark and
M

MAC STANDINGS

The MACs Cal Bowl representative will most likely
face San Jose State in the
post-season game, December

Duper that is the longest in the NFL so far
this year.
The Dolphins' only victories have come
against the 2-7 Buffalo Bills, the 1-8 Houston
Oilers and the 0-9 Indianapolis Colts, whom
the Dolphins have defeated twice.
"You know (Miami Coach) Don Shula's
teams always improve as the season goes
along, because he keeps coaching and teaching/' Schottenheimer said.
The Dolphins are also facing a virtual
must-win situation every week because of
the 8-1 record of their AFC Eastern Division
rival, the New York Jets.
"A year ago this time, the Dolphins were
5-4, and they went on to a 12-4 season,"
Schottenheimer said. "Don't try to tell us
they're that much different than a year ago.

compensate for a rushing attack that is
rated only 26th. Overall, the Dolphins' offense ranks second in the NFL, behind the
Dallas Cowboys.
Most of the credit for the passing success
goes to Marino, said Schottenheimer, who
believes the Miami quarterback has overtaken San Diego's Dan Fouts as the best in the
game.
"I've got great regard for Dan Fouts, but
at this time, I'd have to say Marino is better,
because Fouts has been hurt and has had a
problem with some interceptions," Schottenheimer said.
Marino, who has uncharacteristically
thrown 15 interceptions in nine games, nonetheless leads the league with 21 touchdown
passes, including an 85-yarder to Mark

________

FALCON NOTES

Browns worried about Dolphins
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Although the Miami
Dolphins' four victories this season have
come against three of the worst teams in the
NFL, Miami's offensive statistics are impressive enough to worry any opponent,
Cleveland Browns Coach Marty Schottenheimer said yesterday.

continues to have a remarkable season for the 19-7 Falcons.
The Junior is second in the
MAC in both kills per game
and digs per game. Williamson has 4.16 kpg and 3.14 dpg.
She is also ninth in hitting
percentage with a .304 mark.
Teammate Lisa Berardinelli continues to lead the
conference in blocks per
game with a 1.45 average.
Kelley Ellett is fourth in the
category, going at a 1.05 clip
and Lynne Nibert's 1.01 average has moved her up to
eighth.
Freshman Linda Popovich
is fifth in digs/game! 2.88),
seventh in assists/game
(9.73) and ninth in aces/game
(.48)

113 Railroad St.
Bowling Groan
Ohio 43402
Monaay-rnaay -0-8 • Saturday '0-« • Sunoay '25
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Perry proteges carry on legacy
Top BG grid mentor led six players
to Division 1 head coaching spots
by Ron Fritz
managing editor

When Moe Ankney was a 1unior at Bowling Green, ne
wanted to get married. His
coach disapproved of the decision, and threatened to take his
scholarship away.
However, the stubborn Ankney went ahead and got hitched
without his coach's approval.
The marriage meant the Ankneys had to move off campus,
supposedly without the housing
money which went along with
the scholarship. Times could
have been lean for the young
newlyweds - until a letter came
from the bursar.
"The letter said I was still on
scholar ;,ip anl) that I would be
receiving a check for board,"
tie Falcons' first-year head
coach said. "The coach had
changed his mind. He was that
type of a guy. My wife. Carlalee,
always remembered that as one
of the nicest things somebody
has done for us."
Doyt L. Perry, the winnineest
football coach in Falcons'history, doesn't remember the incident as clearly as Ankney does,

but said it might have occurred
in that manner.
"I tried to discourage the boys
from getting married while still
in school. I just tried to scare
them a bit," the 77-year old said
with a smile. "But telling a boy
not to get married was a hard
thing to do. I just wanted them to
try and get their master's degree."
HAVING HIS "boys" get their
master's degree was very inv
Sriant to Perry. He said that is
e reason many of his former
athletes are now in the collegiate coaching ranks.
Besides Ankney, five other
former Falcons are head
coaches at Division I schools.
Jim Young (Army). Jack Harbaugh (Western Michigan), Don
Nehlen (West Virginia), Larry
Smith (University of Arizona),
and Jerry Berndt (Rice) also
played under Perry and numerous other former players are
either assistant college coaches
or high school coaches.
"I flunk all of those boys came
in during a six or seven-year
period when it was popular to
stay around as one of my grad

University INews service News service
As coach of the Bowling Green Falcons from 1955-64, Doyt Perry
compiled a 77-10-5 record. His teams won five Mid-American Conference titles and were National Collegiate Division champs in 1959. He
retired as a coach to become athletic director In 1965.

uate assistants and get their
master's degree," Perry said.
"Most of them were in the College of Education and a lot of
them wanted to become
coaches. Now, the physical education and the athletic area is
separated. Also, all of my
coaches taught a little bit. I
think that helped."
But Perry didn't give up encouraging athletes to go into the
coaching profession when he
retired as head coach. Two
years aeo, the Doyt and Loretta
Perry Scholarship was started
to assist qualified young men in
their quest of becoming football
coaches. Dayne Palsgrove, a
1984 BG graduate, was the first
recipient. Last year, Brian Rock
was awarded the honor. He is
currently a graduate assistant
for the Falcons.
PLAYING IN a winning program might also have influenced his players to stay in
the game in some manner,
according to Perry.
But just calling the Falcons a
winning program for the 10
years Perry coached the team
might be a bit modest. It was a
dynasty.
After four seasons as the offensive back coach at Ohio State
under Woody Hayes, Perry accepted the Falcon head coaching
job in 1955. His first season,
Perry led BG to a 7-1-1 record.
The next season, the team went
8-0-1 and won the Mid-American
Conference title.
He went on to compile a 77-10-5
mark as the Falcons' mentor
from 1955-64. His teams averaged just one loss a season. In
1959, BG went 94 and won the
National College Division
Championship. The year after,
the Falcons were runners-up for
the title.
Not onlv is Perry the most
successful coach in BG history,
he was also an outstanding athlete. He quarterbacked the 192930-31 Falcon teams to 18 straight
victories. He also won three
letters apiece in baseball and
basketball.
His triumphs as an athlete at
BG led him back to the University when the job became available. But his values on how the
game should be played remained the same.
Perry said the key to winning
is simple and he utilized this
theory year-after-year.
"My philosophy was that we'd
cut down our mistakes - such
things as penalties, fumbles,
interceptions, missed assignments - things of that nature,"
he said. "We worked on it very,

>e an exchange student]

BG News/ Alex Horvath
Doyt Perry, pictured here with some photos of his former players and coaches in his own rememberance
room, enjoys retirement. He rarely misses a Falcon home game and occasionally travels to watch BG away
games.

very hard. I didn't believe you
had to fumble or throw an interception. If you didn't have many
mistakes you always had a
chance at winning."

former Falcon quarterback said
he rarely misses a home game
in the stadium named after him
and tries to make some of the
road contests.

WHEN PERRY retired from
coaching in 1964, some thought
the move to athletic director
might have been premature.
Looking back on it, Perry said
be might have had some good
coaching years left in him.
"But the administration
wanted me to become athletic
director," he said. "I felt at the
time that I couldn't do both. You
might find some who can do
both. I didn't think I could be
athletic director and still do a
good job coaching at the same
ume.
"I don't think it was a good
time to retire because I had
some of my best teams the last
couple of years and had a strong

"I GUESS I'm still a fan at
heart," Perry said. "Having the
stadium named after me while
I'm living; I guess I'm impressed with it myself. It's a
great honor."

move again."
Following six years as BG's
athletic director, Perry accepted the position of athletic
advisor at Florida International
University in 1971. Because of
health problems, Perry moved
back to BG after two years to be
closer to his family.
He and his wife of 43 years,
Loretta, have three children. He
has remained in BG ever since.
Perry now spends winters in
Florida and the rest of the time
in BG. However, he doesn't
leave for the Sunshine State
until after football season. The

player. But often times star
players don't make the best
coaches.
"I was pleased when he was
named head coach here, as a
matter of fact, I recommended
him for the job," he said. "Moe's
doing a good job this season. The
team has really come along. Oh,
I'm proud of all my boys who
went into coaching.

Another thing Perry is impressed with is the coach now
patrolling the Falcons' sideline.
He said when he coached Ankney, he had little doubt the former back-up signalcauer would
be a college football coach.
"Moe was really interested in
football," Perry said. "He studied the game. I didn't think there
was any question he would become a coach. He came from a
coaching family. For his size, he
was a good player, not a star

And when he takes his seat in
his box at the 50-yard line, Perry
analyzes the game as if he were
coaching it himself. However,
he rarely offers advice to his
protege.
"He's very reluctant to offer
suggestions, he doesn't want to
interfere," Ankney said. "But
when I ask him for suggestions,
he's always more than willing to
help."
Just like he did 23 years ago,
for the young newlyweds.

THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT
WITH VALID ID ONLY S2.00
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Turner

the Color
of7:30/Wone
& 8:45

Jo, lla zxied IPOOJ
7:30 & 9:30
MONDAY STUDENT NIGHT
ONLY $2

A very special movie."
- Kjihlmi Carroll. NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

STAND BY ME
Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days Ml advance by 4 p m

( The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES: per ad are 65' per line, S1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad (or bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per hne

?A bendkxr
Owl says
Hurt!

HIS AND HER APPAREL
SALUTES

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
COME IN AND REGISTER TO WIN A

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

$100.00
GIFT CERTIFICATE
PORTSIDE

TOLEDO

FRANKLIN PARK MALL

PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to lUegtb-ty or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible tor typographical
errors m classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising m 7>ie News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this pokey is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone i

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you with your ad to appear:
Campus * City Evanta*
Lou a Found
Rldaa
Services Otlarad
Personals

_
_
_
_

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sal*
For Rant

'CempusfClty E«ant idi ara published traa ol charga lor ona day tor a non-protit event or meeting only
Dates ol Inaartlon

Total number of daya to appear.

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
21 4 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Classifieds
CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS
••SpMUlOub"
OonmrMHn Ion1 A grssl way to atari off the
wnliandl wnt^m Thursday night.
7 30-8 30 p m it Potyey«e
Edu
'"W
OSEA meeting tonight « 7:30
115 Education
Topic: Peecs Corp.
ATTEH7JONE: H. CSWXO ITALIANO
Conversation hour Coma practloa your Kaftan
and rnaat others who M swaraslM In tha Italan
sngusos at Potyayaa. 6 30 prtv. Thuraday.

Nov. 6
BAHAMAS
BAHAMAS
BAHAMAS
SpsrxM ara sa svatsble lor tha annual Spring
Break aaang trip to me Bahamas. Get n on the
ban sun I fun around by casing Oava
343-2902 or Kim 372-4368 Donl ba tumsd
down, Asssrvs now' OrganUaBonal Moating
Mon , Nov 10. 8 16 pm BA Bufdng Soon
srxsd by ths BOSU SsSng Club
Ba a part of an exerting naw program at
BGSUStudsnt. Agakiat MuMpfe Sdaroali
Tonight «t 9 00 pmln Rm114 Ed Bkfg
BG News meeting tor voajntsers-wrttsra and
photographara avary Sunday. 8 pm. 210
Waal Had For furthar Information can

372-2603
EXPiomra ptACOaaiT

OPPORTUNITIES

■Ml
Learn about caraar opportunities from
rapraaarrtaBvM of ovar 70 companlaa. Thur..
No*. 6, 3 30- 6 30 p m . Lanhart Grand
BaBoom

Semlnsr
Friday, No* 7 8-11am
Aeeombty Boom. McFal Cantar
BtCMAEL HARtwNOTON
"Making One's Voloa Haard m a Convsraaaon
Era "Fraa and open to tha pubic
Sponeored by tha Oraduata Studsnt Senate

JON THE WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
AND MADONALD EAST AND ENJOY AN INTERNATIONAL FASHION SHOW
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED MEET US AT
MCDONALD EAST CAFETERIA AT 6:00 P.M
ON THURSOAY. NOVEMBER 6

LOST It FOUND
LOST WHITE KITTEN
Wlh gray loots on back and nose, gray aora
and taf. 3 months ok) Lost near Field Manor
Apta Reward Can 351*508

To my Bk) Brother MM Levy
Congrstukmons on your SAE levaeenna
to my ' Big Staler'' Lisa Heneon
I Mt cent beseve you welled so
long! |2 weeks) Good luck Big Brother'
Scott (SCOE) PS Congnmasttons IBM
lo Sammy Trev kx the gr eat k* on the
SAE Heaoween Party

Lost BOSU maroon walet -contents- 2 IDS.
bank card and others if found phase cal
Heather 372-3981
LOST Gold bracelet double herringbone on
one aida, diamond cut stripes on the other.
Sentimental value REWARD Shaiy 2 5169

ATTENTION 1
Two tsmetss seeking work as strtppsra and or
models WB do stag panMa. brtidaya. ate
Also prk/ase union. Together or sob. CM
DEE and MfTZI at 363-4618.
ATTItAUU«atWs«Jt^AlsaCUsSWIIII
MrMBfniniiinnii ■ Happy Hours from 6-8 at
Rocky Rocoooo'a on Frl. No*. 7111
ATTnt »»C0 K7 SOCIETY
DON'T GET MAO...
Q€T SATtSFACTlONI
Donl msts your chanca
Coma to da SATISFACTION Booth at Trade
FsrTodayl
BRATHAUS

nuiiniri mttml

T-Srwts-Mnjs reasaoe fkOine
Have your pasiport vaUatsd lor aaoh of m
wortd's beers purchssed
PeB>a>aa Pins, 440 E. Court, 3524*31
Import Night SpecsHa Wad and Sal 5-1
rtwVOf AQBWI rri#fiwiQ
Thursday. 7 30. 103 BA
Everyone le welcome

nejhtl ARE YOU READY FOR THE REAL THING
NOW? WE'RE GAME IF YOU ARE. WE'LL BRNO THE FUST CASE AND YOU CAN EVEN
HAVE HOME FIELD ADVANTAGE" UNTIL
THEN"
DIANE. MICHELLE. AND LAURA
CHAD ARTHUR
GOOD LUCK AGAINST OSU THIS WEEKEND
I'LL BE HERE AMD AT OSU TO CHEER YOU
ON. YOU'RE THE GREATESTI

•"BYJBM«U£R"THANKS FOR A WONDERFUL 19 IwONTHSI
OK-HERE GOES-"YOU WERE RIGHT"" SO
NOW WHEN ARE YOU TAKING ME TO THE
TOP OF THE TOWN? I LOVE YAI
COL

RIDES

■UN HAPPY HOURS*
Al USG members and commfflse msmbers
remember Happy Hours from 5-8 at Rocky
Roccoco'a Frl Nov. 7

WARM UP ON THE EXPRESS
Bos Schedules Avaaapli at tha
Union Information Desk
Charters Also Avaasbk) 352-2497

ADOPTION We are s happily married profssnonei couple with strong tamty vsruas snd longing to adopt a newborn Lota of love, beautiful
home, and bright future guaranteed Expanse
oovsrsd. Ptaaaa cal cosset CMS I Paul
213827-6887

HOCKEY NWTT M BOWUNQ 0««IN
LAIA TT' • HAT TUCK SPECIALS
BEFORE-DIJ«NG-AFTER EVERY FALCON
GAME
POUYEYES PEZA-440 E. COORT-MJ-MM

FEMALE FtOOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRMG
SEMESTER. LOCATED ON 4TH STREET.
M20-SEMESTER CALL DIANN LYNN AT
352-0783

Wlllfl to the Seel kMaSy in Alpha PMI I
LOVEaB/apSiipsiiiSIIIIIII

NONSMOKING FEMALE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER MCE, 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL
MARE 364-2234

JUUC HASFORO
I IBM the bast bkj m Us wow I'm so lucky n
was you that tjssw out the camSel You dsflnitery
ar. ipilllll I'm looking forward to al Us good
■mas wa wffj aharal
I LOVE MV BKi'
USAB
PS I LOVE my GfiANOBKi. tool

I It on our 7 h. screen t.
Brant. Mate snd Chip
So you thought ■ would only lake on* case?
"Whata'a „„.. ^ j^ung, ouarlsrs-whsl s

LOST-Blue and white Denbury Senior Key tt
has la nmele JAS on the back. Cal Juki «
372-4236 Lost Sal night

KM BCKBTT AMD COWBwsA OOiWI
You dU a greet |ob Chairman
Putlng on ths Monster Deeh
the Chad Abuse Prevention Center
wl thank P.AD. tor In cash
Thank you for al your hard worst
Love, na members ol ft* Abhe Dana
LH aPSfwWftaV n>MWsKnwsxi:
SMIFI YOUM HO LOVES YOU SOOOO

Mucmi
LOST WHTTE KITTEN
with gray spots on back and noaa, gray ears
and ML 3 montis ok), tost near Fkld Manor
Apt. REWARD CALL 3534504
MAC MOM
I MISS YOU PLEASE CALL ASAP
YOUR SON. JOHN 2-8497

YOUR NO. 1 FAN. DEBBIE
Cmd end Dele
Tracy and John
C^ingrstulstlona on your IsvsMsrlnge
I km you sH-O.S.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
LISA HANSON
AND
aBLTLEVY
ON YOUR
•rOMA ALPHA EPSIl ON
LAVAUBWM
Love. Qlnoer I
Congramashna lo tha Dan Upeson hockey
tsam Good luck In ths Play-offs.

MOE NEEDED TO CLEVELANDI
{Case Western or vtclnrty) Weekend of Nov 7
Wl hssp with gas S$. Can laavs anyDma after 4
p.m. on Thursday Call Becky, 372-4231

SERVICES OFFERED

Abortion
Canng and Conndentiel
Center lot Choice
Toledo
419-265-7769

Alpha xri
Italoween is always tun
Tha Thsta CIS-Alpha XI tradition conhnues lo
run
Although ghosts and goMne. wa had no fair
We're looking forward lo next yaar
ThataCN
Ara you IhMrJrei about an MamaMpf
vVasrxnoton Centsr Internship progrsm provide.
Interrwnlps for ALL MAJORS Corns lo an WorItxsxon ssesion t fbtd out more Today. 1 1 30
am . 231 Admin BlOg or CM 372-8202
Attention Mortar Board I
Fun rsssd rnaaang Nov. 6 at 8 p m. m our usual
Place Alaronvtted

ConcrsSJsSoria Mams Kaufman and Karen
Sasty on raoshtng Order of Omega We are si
very proud ol you
Love, the PI Ptas
Create a Christmas git or some lasttve hoadsy
wsar Make a centerpiece from vintage lama.
Rrsnaatonss. furs, ssqutna. new llama out dety
Thrift Shop. 631 S Crlaala, Rd., Hoasnd. OH
43526
Monday Saturday. 8:30-4:30

us fall daan-up * nght Muling
1724886. Ful spectrum landscaping dona.
Shrubs pawled-treee removed
Fragnant? Conoama? Fraa pragnancy fast, obrsdtva trsormsbOn By appointment or waJk-fel.
Cal now 354-HOPE

OSEA meeting tonight
7 30 al 116 Education
Topic. Psece Corps

Dean, old you enjoy tha cows n much n I
GJd?i?i Thanks tor mskmg ths nighl ursqua.
DEAR MR. SUNSHtfSE
Wa better drive fast to Kentucky Wa have to
MM out Outdo. Ita KBer Plmpl I'm tooklng forward to some wss-organued "fun" this
waakand
Your study pal
WBenedsttosSub-kts-OuIck
wl be taking orders lor
4ft. party subs unN
5pm Friday night
Cal now lor Parents Wee* end

Confused on how to
get jpb experience?
As

Don't pass up
these opportunities!

See Co-op in Action
Visit us at Careers Day
Thursday, Nov. 6
3:30-6:30 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, Student Union
Opportunities for spring internships
How to find your own
Co-op / Internship
Wednesday, Nov. 12
7:30 p.m.
Ill South Hall

Undergrads,
don't pass up
this opportunity

One male needed to subknss Haven House
Apt tor Spring QlmiMll CM 353-2806
Ikjuswatts needed Spring SsmeeWr. own
room, non^moklrsj. »i35~monh, M utnaa.
phons arxl csWs Inotudad 352-8181
*
nrjnmmals naadad to IIDIIMI 3 bedroom
housa. Many extras. South Summit. • mtorsMad. Contact Dava M 364-1792 or
363-2240.
OllUng one famala roommMa to lutlissi apt
win 3 other grta Ctoss to campus, rsnt S640 •
.013634)610
UPIWCLA8S, CrSRrSTIAN FEMALE LOOK»«3 FOR CAXET PLACE TO UVE SPRWG
SEMESTER WOULD PREFER OWN ROOM
PLEASE CONTACT STEPHAHE ASAP. AT
372-3672.
WsnMsl: 1 srx to sight loot aots Good condl
Bon II poaaWs. Nssd tot dorm room
N CM Crsta and Grog 372-1066
WANTED: FEMALE TO SUBLET A MCE. LIKE
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER, f UTERESTED. CALL 363-4217

Monday right tookal M
BRATHAUS
Os.sssnd vs MMmi
Saa | on our 7 ft acraan Iv
Prl DELTA THETA HOCKEYI
WAV TO GO SECOND TEAM
HAPPEMN AT Ml PKE

FliOOOHSAiOII"!
HAPPEHN AT Ml PKE
PHI ETA SIGMA"

Attention mambars~our annual msrnberi fsl
banquet a this Sunday 4-6 Ba aura to strand.
Rr*
I've mils ■ 3 you. and Ita bubbles ara an
watangl

Esm S460 weskty-SBO par hundred
envelopes stuftsd Guaranlasd. Homaworksrs
nisdsd for oompany profact Muffing envstopss
and aaaemhtig mslsitsli. Sand stamped ssH
sddrssswl envelope to JBK Mefcompsny, P O
Box 26-18. CssWc, CaMomia. 81310.
Homaworksrs wanted now' Top Pay' Work M
Horns. No sxpenenoe nssdad CM Cottage In
dustlss 405-360-4082 day or .vsnmg
Pstl-lma tompotliy.
Must have previous Mndscsps SfjasssjaJJaj ex
psrtsnoa or sxtanaiva farm background
References s must Naad immedist.ly
352 7761-ka
Physical Thsrspy Aids-must be awe to work
Petwsso 9 a m snd 2 pm . Mon Fn CM
Wood County Nursing Home. 8-4 30 Phone
363-6411
RN's snd LPN's
Ara you an scths raady to slap back kilo nursing? Start ovar si s caring snvsonmsnt Wood
County Nursing Horns need, a tuf-Hms LPN
and part time RN Cat 1 353 6411 balwaan
Bam - 4 30pm

Ma*)
DX
Kay, you tstth Ihs AWESOME CHESTI I'll
■Ues you this weekend. I hops your "whole"
Mrthdsy (No*. »-»| la graatll
Luvahsaya,

Ml
Attention B.Q.
Scott Surnrrstt Is now 201 Happy Birthday' Have
a great one.
Love, Christy

Lcoturtg for one Ismsle roomate to share rsos
2-osoroom spsrtmsnt on FWIh Straat. Deposit
steady paid CM 363-3616.

HELP WANTED
MekM went » r^ M DetJng Qarrw? 3 etlrsc"
■vs. tun loving woman have bat, naad man. Cal
3644)7041

PM DELTA THETA HOCKEY |

HCHAEL HAPJMNQTON. author ol The Other
AmsrKS end lalungSWes. speaking on Observations on Today's PotBcal dale with Suggsa
ttons for ths Future Thura Nov 6 St 8PM In
121 West Hal Free and open to tha pubsc
Sponsored by tha Graduate Student Senate

WOOO COUNTY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Meeting It 7 pm Wood County Court House
Mondsy. November 10. 1986 Open lo any «i
terested people In Ham Radk)

PERSONALS

Tha BOSU Psychology Dspt T.A.B.P.S.
prsnMi A cologulum wrm Dr Herbert Kaufman. Department ol Psychology. Uravaratly of
Connecticut "Human Factom Peychology:
ParsrJkjM In atatathaory" Thuraday. No* 6.
3:30pm m Room 112. Ufa Sdancaa BMg Admminn la fraa and open to tha pubic

LA.O.A.
Ths Lesbian and Gay Alkance meats avary
Thuraday. 8 30 p m . si the Rssgtous Education
Room al St. Thomas Mora. Thai week M J
Wosste wfj present a workshop on Rekustkm
Techmouee Al supportive parsons srs Invttad.
Bring a MstndlH

On Tuesday, November 11 Women lor Woman
wl mast In tha UCF lounge to plan and cootIs programs Al are welcome 7-9 pm. Cal
372-2281 lor more rrtormstlon

TYPING SERVICES tor el type* ol
nofuolng dlseertsSone on Xerox Memory
352 3967 from 8 am to B p.m.

SENSORS
r YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER
20. 1B66 C»w»wENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY NOVEMBER 15. 1966 PLEASE
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER
M THE UMVERSfTY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONING 372 2851 F YOUR ORDER S
PHONED IN PLEASE KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

WTEIINATlONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Meeting Nov 1im«l730pm m 2 1 2 McFM
Center Aaaambty Room. Speaker: Mr Warren
Wile ol Dana Corporation. Vice President ol In
tamaOonal Rnanca
"Tha Wortd'a Business
Is Our Suslnsss"
IS THIS COLD WEATHER QETT1NQ YOU
DOWN? Go lo University of South Carol™ for s
semester' Yes. you can do It through NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE Find out more
today at 1 00 p.m.. 231 Adrrknwtrstion

BG Newi/November «, 19M 12

362-4663

FOR SALE
SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UA0
JAN. 3-11, 'ST
TW> INCLUDES: TRANSPORTATION. ACCOMODATrONS, PARTIES, CONCERT, LIFT
TICKETSS2M
ALSO AVAILABLE:
M% SKI RENTAL DISCOUNT
10% CLOTHfNO PURCHASE DISCOUNT
AT VkKINO SKI SHOP-TOLEDO
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR UNION
SIGN UP IN NOVEMBER TO BE ELKHSIE TO
WW A CsFT CERmCATE FROM SUNDANCE
Ths Brothers ol PHI DELTA THETA wouM Ire
lo congrstulat. KMh Coi on hie Phi Deri Alpha
CM Omegs Is etorHu to Pan Qrtppl
HAPPENM' IN NO. 4?
DOUBT ITI
Ths Flower Beaut
A country flower S gdl shop |ust lor you' 166 S
Mam Downtown 352-83B6.
To my LI LAUME WCUS
Who > Is thai I may ba,
I hope you ara excited to see.
Next weak Is not too long to wait
for altar that fMnga wl be greet'
xi love and eepedaty mna. Your Big

OONT MISS THIS OPTnORTUNITV...
Than • sM time to see the 5th Omaneion In
concert M Anderson Arena. Tlcksts lor In
Novsrnbar 8th show are on sale at the Alumni
Center, or cat 2-2701
02 Kan tluisit
I hope wa last from Ihs Blast from tha Past."
w. 1 do some Roddn snd RoBng!
Ted Nugent

Get now LkM Msrshal. your bk) • watching
you. XI lovs and mine tool
Green Army tranchcost wMi a reed yo-yo m Ita
pockst 38 rag. Basmgad to grandfathai. If
found bring to 3 Moonsy Thirst you.
GROOVY RECORDS
426 E. WOOSTER (BEHIND DAIRY MART)
MON-SAT 11-8
HAPPENS*' AT Ml NCI

1S78 Grand Lamans 1 ownar-drtvsr. AC
power steer AM FM rabuM carb. naw front.
Bras. S160 or bast offer 372-6404
1S62 LE CAR. EXCELLENT CONDITION
MHEAQE-28.000 AC. AM-FM. 4 SPEED/
CALL 1 385 4669 AFTER 6 P.M.
1988 30 tool camper, luly son-contained,
loaded Musi secntlo. 3530976
JENSEN CS-2000 CAR STEREO RECEIVERCASSETTE DECK. 8 STATION PRESET. 5
WATT-CHANNEL REALISTIC 40 WATT AMP
2-3 WAY BO WATT-CHANNEL SEPAKERS
FREE INSTALLATION ONLY $150 REGULAR
PMCE OF RECEIVER ALONE $129 95 ALL.
EOLHPMENT ONLY IN CAR FOR ONE MONTH
PHONE 24343 ASK FOR BOB

FOR RENT

Utwnan's
STUDENT SAVINOS SPECTACULAR
ON THUR8, FW I SAT BRfNO
M ORANGE DISCOUNT CARD AND
RECEIVE M.M OFF

Need lemale to shars houss Nssd male to
share apartmsnt. Four month lease for 2nd
», CM 362-7366.

rrsYOU-rrsuNrouE
rrS UMLMANS

WANTED
1 lemal. roommate needed to a
rumished spt tor spring semester Close to
campue Orsy S126 par month Cal Jenny.
362-3644.
1 female to eubkasee spartment tor Spring
Suniim. Comaot L— 36441161.
1 femes) lo melees i house lor ssprtng
nmimr. Clkassl Cal Plans 362-5B42

SUBLEASE 1 badroom spartment tor Spring
87 Quktt Dusrkng-parfsct lor grsd student or
seniors S220~mo 6 utl John. 353-2828
SUBLEASE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT
FOR SPRING 87 SPACIOUS BEDROOMS
WITH BALCONY CALL 354-6103
Sutxeeae lor Spring Semester
One Bedroom—Fumrehed
$290 per month p
Fourth and High St
CM John 372-1077
•I Large one badroom unfurnished
apartment Tenant pays electric only Podl Cal

MM or Ban 352-0292

1 FEMALE TO SHARE APARTMENT WITH 3
OTHERS SPRWG SEMESTER 1116 MONTH
I ELECTHC. 353-1830.

WANTED: 1 or 2 people lo sublet s spacious t
badrrom apt. tor soring eameeter Quiet.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, wood floors, unturnishSd. $225- month plus u—II. CM M*.
353 1559 or 372-8432

1 Mala roommats to lublllll apt with 3 msMs
tor Bring '87 $112 50 par month Phone
363-3020 tor dataM

COOP CORNER

"srs s to snoths. lockn Att« Hour. Thanks lo
al Hose In anandanos As for In lap. assy
com., easy go
Flatohlng «i 2
ml
Soar facn' ■ In 6
BUT ALWAYS HAPPENIN' IN I

1 mat. to lubliiai spacious aartment for Spring Simillar. Ctoss to campue Cheep Cal
Law 363-0717
1 Mala to sutssaaa spertment Spring '87 Own
badroom. doss to cernpus. CH 3634726
1 non-■vno*jT"3 rrtiM foonvrwscsi to tsVjDsWsM ■
one bsKlroofn tfsifliTUfif on Tniro St ro* s>pfir»ij
ismimr. CM Jelf st 363-2648.
to subtsaaa lor spring
Rsnt $240 each tor the at**
plus UBrass CM 353-0484 lor mor.

Hockey va Ohio Stass- Friday 7:26
FootbM Saturday Pregeme 11:46
MU0WFALIM.I FMUrBOU

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER

•use

1 Round tnp plane ncket
to Washogton. D.C.
Cheep CM 362-4049

I need lo subtssss my 1-oadroom apailliaill st
VBaga Green tor Spring Ssmeeter If mtsrsstsd
0M Uss M 3630867

1 mats roommats needed to IUCIISSI 3
bedroom house, tor second semester. South
Summit many extras tnteraetsd. contact Dave
364-1782

Looking forward to our
at
ADV

11800,

TO THE GUY NAMED JOHN, THAT CALLED
ME LATE SAT. AMD SUN. NtOHT, PLEASE
CALL AGAIN USA

FRESHMEN. SOPHOMORES,
JUNIORS SENIORS
Attend EXPLORING PLACEMENT OP
POTUNITES '86. Ovar 70 companies wl be
praaant to dscuaa employment opportunities,
intsmshlps and caraar paths. Thuradsy.
Novambar 6. 3 30-6:30 Lanhart Qrand
Baatoom
Mkand was great, aapaolaly Friday.
Sony lor making you wave Howards SO early
But aranT you gktd wa did' It was ths bast
weekend of my Me Get psyched for many
more.
Lovs. Your Favors* Alpha DsH
O.D.

77 Saab. Modal 99. beige color, front whsM
drwa. CM Dsvs 352 7801 or 372-7616.

YOUR

fi4R0tt

WEEKEND

Corns to As F»^kjili^ Placement opportunities
on Thursday. November 6. 3 30-6 30 pm m ths
Grind Ba! Room and learn more about Spring
and Summer Co-op and intsmshlp opporlunxaMl UNDERCLASSMEN ara highly sn
oouragad to stlsndl For mora hfonTssBon cal
372-2451
Plllltilalnn: "How to Ind your own oo-op or
htsmsMp" on Wsdneedsy. No*. 12th st
7:30-6:30 pm si 111 South HM - NOW a) Ins
Ina to start loosing tor summer opportunnaa
Donl miss It CM 372-2461 for mor* Informstton.Brtng your Co-op slogan and logo ideas to
Room 238 Admin Bkkj. by Nov 24. 1BMIAI
wkvtars wl be announced in the BG News on
Novsrnbar 26.1B66. Ousstlons? CMI
372-2461. Ovar S200 worn of pruss and gifts
wl bs given away-ao ad nowIW. can sM use
mora C S .Arxounsng. Procurement A Produclon Masiapsmsnt, Marketing I SskM students
Spring O.mnlir CM 372-2461 "EARN A
iFUTURE WHILE YOU EARN A DEGREE"

m

Nov. 20

November 1, 8 & 9
For more information
Call the Co-op office 372-2451

$1 Guest Pass Available For
BGSU Students' Parents

tar

